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For nearly 50 years, we have established sewing industry standards. Our innovative designs and high
quality workmanship have made us a leader in the industry. We provide well-designed, high quality and
practical products. Nearly all of the products you see in this catalog are made in our shop in Oakwood,
Ohio. We use absolutely the strongest, highest quality, USA sourced materials available.
These items represent the stock items manufactured by R&B Fabrications, Inc. We have also designed
hundreds of other items, and our expert design department can build products to suit your specific needs.
Custom silk screening is available for an additional charge. We will be happy to quote on your special
requirements.
We make the highest quality products available and we back them with a full warranty.

A BRIEF HISTORY

R&B Fabrications, Inc. started out as a part time hobby 48 years ago in a one-car garage, repairing
canvas products and making custom boat tops. Five years later, we built our first building and started
making cushions for Braun Industries custom ambulances. We also ventured into a line of bags for the
horse industry and also collars and leadstraps for hunting dogs.
In the late 1970s, Ron took basic fire and EMS training and joined the Oakwood Volunteer Fire
Department and Oakwood EMS. Dan, Ron’s son, grew up in the family business. Upon his high school
graduation, Dan joined the company with his father and also joined the fire department and EMS. At that
time, they saw that there was an opportunity to develop a line of products that related to the fields of fire,
EMS and law enforcement. Ron and Dan’s combined time in the fire and EMS gave them the knowledge
to design and manufacture the products that the customers needed. In order to supply the demand that
the opportunity had provided, two additional adjoining buildings were built.
We learned early on to make a high quality product that you can be proud of.
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R & B Fa b r i c at i o n s, I n c. C o m m e m o r at e s

RON EAKINS

Here are some little known facts about my dad, Ron Eakins. He has dedicated his entire life to doing
everything right the first time. Upon graduating high school, he joined the United States Marine Corps. He became
an Expert Marksman on the USMC Rifle Team with Carlos “White Feather” Hathcock. Upon returning to civilian
life he worked for his parents, Carson & Donaldine Eakins, in the family-owned Charloe Store. On his days off,
Ron taught himself how to sew, which forever changed the direction of his life. He and my mom, Brenda, built
R&B Fabrications, Inc. from the ground up, in the backyard, where we all grew up. 2019 marks 48 years since the
beginning of R&B Fabrications and also marks Ron’s 50th year on the Oakwood Volunteer Fire Department. From
firefighter to Chief, he has served every position. I just want to say, “Thank you dad for a wonderful life and all you
have taught me, and I’ll see you at work on Monday morning!”
-Dan Eakins, President
1943:

Born February 12
1961:

Joined the United States Marine Corp
1969:		Joined Oakwood Volunteer Fire & EMS
1971: Ron & Brenda (R&B) founded
		 R&B Fabrications in a one car garage
1977:		Built first 2200 sq ft. building
1984:		Added additional 2500 sq ft building
1986:

Added additional 6500 sq ft building
2019: 76 years old, still comes to work
everyday and loves every minute
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Safety Vests

Safety Vests
PLAIN MESH SAFETY VEST
#001OR
#001NV
#001BR
#001RD
#001RB
#001WH
#001GR
#001BK
#001LG
#001YL
Constructed of extra strong vinyl coated nylon mesh,
edges are bound and double stitched with nylon
binding. Adjustable on each side with side release
nylon buckles. Designed with our standard high quality
workmanship. Available in all colors (see below). This
vest weighs 6 oz. and has overall dimensions of
22”L x 19”W. 

#001RD

THE "ABCD" VEST
#001OR-ABCD
The “ABCD” Vest is designed so that a single ID
vest can be quickly configured to identify the captain,
division supervisor, or other officer assigned to
the ALPHA, BRAVO, CHARLIE, or DELTA side of
a building. One pair of reversible title panels are
imprinted with ALPHA and BRAVO, and a second pair
of panels are imprinted with CHARLIE and DELTA. The
panels feature loop VELCRO® strips on the perimeter
of each panel which adhere to a VELCRO® patch on
the vest. The nylon mesh vest is available in all colors
(see below) weighs 6 oz and has overall dimensions of
22”L x 19”W.

#001OR-ABCD

#003OR
LARGE VESTS
All vests above are available in large. The large
is made of the same high quality materials and is
available in the same colors and title options. The
dimensions are 28”L x 25”W (6 inches longer and
wider)
#001L
#003L
#001 On left to
show comparison
to the large vest
on the right.

#001LG
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MESH SAFETY VEST FOR THE INCIDENT
COMMAND A
 ND TRIAGE/MC SYSTEM
#003OR
#003NV
#003BR
#003RD
#003RB
#003WH
#003GR
#003BK
#003LG
#003YL
Constructed of extra strong vinyl coated nylon mesh,
edges are bound and double stitched with nylon
binding. Each adjustable side has side release nylon
buckles. Shoulders have 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective
Material on front and back and a 4”x18”
3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material panel with title
in black on the front and back. Lime yellow 3M™
Scotchlite™ Reflective Material is used on all colors of
mesh. Available in all colors (see below), weighs 10 oz.
and has overall dimensions of 22”L x 19”W.
Vest Color Availability
OR

BR

RB

GR

LG

NV

RD

WH

BK

YL
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COMMAND VEST WITH TITLE
OR PLAIN FRONT
#006OR - PLAIN FRONT WITH TITLED BACK
#006RB - PLAIN FRONT WITH TITLED BACK
#006LG - PLAIN FRONT WITH TITLED BACK

#006LG - FRT TITLE FRONT & BACK

#005RB

#003 - WINDOW
LARGE VESTS
All vests above are available in large. The large
is made of the same high quality materials and is
available in the same colors and title options. The
dimensions are 28”L x 25”W
(6 inches longer and wider).
#006L			#005L
#003L- Window
#005L - Window

#006OR - FRT TITLE FRONT & BACK
#006RB - FRT TITLE FRONT & BACK
#006LG - FRT TITLE FRONT & BACK
Our Command Vest comes with two options. This vest
comes with a plain front with a title panel on the back, or
comes with a split title panel on the front in addition to a
title panel on the back. The front opening is fastened with
a hook and loop closure. This vest is made of extra strong
vinyl coated nylon mesh. The edges are bound and double
stitched with nylon binding. Adjustable on each side with
release nylon buckles. Lime yellow 3M™ Scotchlite™
reflective stripes are used on all colors. Available in three
colors: orange, royal blue, and lime green. This weighs 10
oz and has dimensions of 22”L x 19”W.
TITLED MESH VEST
#005OR
#005NV
#005BR
#005RD
#005RB
#005WH
#005GR
#005BK
#005LG
#005YL
Constructed of extra strong vinyl coated nylon mesh,
edges bound and double stitched with nylon binding. This
vest is a pull over with adjustable straps on each side with
side release nylon buckles. 4” x 18” 3M™ Scotchlite™
Reflective Material panel with title on front and back.
Designed with our standard high quality workmanship.
Lime yellow 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material used on
all colors of mesh. Available in all colors (see below), this
weighs10 oz. and has dimension of 22”L x 19”W.
MESH SAFETY VEST WITH WINDOW
#003 - WINDOW
#005 - WINDOW
This vest is designed to be used for on the scene,
when a special title is necessary. It features a 6” x 15”
window with a lime yellow poster board insert that can be
removed and the special title printed on it. This window
replaces the standard 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective
Material panel. All other specifications remain the same
including the pricing. Available in all colors, this weighs
10oz. and has dimensions of 22”L x 19”W.
Vest Color Availability
OR

BR

RB

GR

LG

NV

RD

WH

BK

YL
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Safety
Safety Vests
Vests
ANSI TRIPLE TRIM SAFETY VEST

IMPORTED ANSI VEST
CONFORMS TO ANSI-ISEA 207-2006 FR NFPA 701, 107-2004 CLASS II, LEVEL II FR NFPA-701

MIC LOOP

RADIO CLIP
POCKETS
TEAR AWAY
ZIPPER
PEN POCKET

#RB-10-IM-LG-TT
This vest features a 5 point breakaway (2
at the shoulder, 2 at the side and 1 at the
zipper). It has a zipper front closure with
Velcro® breakaway, reflective tape, and
contrasting trim. Equipped with a radio pocket
with mic loop, pen pocket, and two inside
pockets. This is adjustable at the waist from
48" to 64"(L-4XL). The vest comes in lime
yellow, weighs 9 oz. and has dimensions of
25"H x 23"W.

Available in plain or with a title. We have
stock titles available for front and back in
direct print. Custom titles are also available.
Please call for pricing on vest titles.

REFLECTIVE
TRIM
2 INSIDE
POCKETS
RADIO CLIP
POCKETS

PEN POCKET
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Safety Vests
VEST SET OPTIONS
This prepackaged set includes 8 regular size orange vests
in either #003, #005 or #006 vests (see pages 4 and 5 for
details). It also includes a #008RD carrying case (listed
below). This weighs 98 oz.

#020-3

#021-3

HAZMAT VEST SET
#020-3 003 VEST
#020-5 005 VEST
#020-6 006 VEST

TRIAGE VEST SET
#021-3 003 VEST
#021-5 005 VEST
#021-6 006 VEST

Titles: Incident Commander,
Operations, Decontamination,
Rehab, Safety Officer,
Hazmat, Information Officer,
Window

Titles: Incident Commander,
Operations, Medical, Triage
Treatment, Transportation,
Staging, Window

FIRE COMMAND VEST SET
#022-3 003L VEST		
#022-5 005L VEST
#022-6 006L VEST
This prepackaged set includes 10 large size orange vests
in either #003L, #005L or #006L vest (see pages 4 and 5
for details). It also includes a #009RD carrying case (listed
below). This weighs 128 oz.
Titles: Incident Commander, Safety Officer, Operations,
Staging, Accountability, Rehab, Information Officer, Air
Supply, Water Supply, Window
IC/MC VEST CASES
#008-RD
Designed to carry 8 regular size incident command vests
in #003, #005 or the #006 (see pages 4 and 5 for details)
in the elastic loops. An interior slot pocket allows for a
command board up to 14˝ x 18˝. It is constructed with
Cordura® nylon and has a 4˝ x 18˝ reflective panel on the
side. This is a case only and comes only in red and weighs
16 oz. with overall dimensions of 19˝L x 15˝H x 5˝D.

#022-003L

#009RD
#008RD

#009-RD
Designed to carry 10 large size incident command vests
in #003L, #005L or the #006L (see pages 4 and 5 for
details) in the elastic loops. An interior slot pocket allows
for a command board up to 18˝ x 24˝. It is constructed with
Cordura® nylon and has a 4˝ x 18˝ reflective panel on the
side. This is a case only and comes only in red, weighs 22
oz. and has overall dimensions of 19˝L x 25˝H x 5˝D.
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Patient Transfer
Top
#181YL

Bottom
Storage Bag
Students from Warren
County Career Center in
Lebanon, OH demonstrate
using The Big Roger.

View the #181 YL on YouTube
https://youtu.be/VFxXWvLCOCU

#181 YL-BB

Backboard not included

#182 RD

#182 BK

8

BARIATRIC TRANSFER
SHEET
THE BIG ROGER
#181 YL
This is constructed of 2 layers of impervious 22 oz.
nylon reinforced vinyl that will not absorb body fluids.
All weight bearing webbing straps cross through
the middle of the device, where the patient’s weight
is centered. The double stitched webbing design
provides a better weight distribution while lifting and
transporting. All webbing ends are box “X” stitched
and bound over for additional strength. A storage bag
is included. Weight capacity of 700lbs. Measures
60” X 80” with a total weight of 80oz. and comes in
yellow.

R&B Fabrications, Inc.				

BARIATRIC TRANSFER SHEET WITH
BACKBOARD INSERT
#181 YL-BB
The #181YL-BB is the second generation of
our original Big Roger. Constructed of the same
material, a sleeve has been sewn to the bottom
to allow a 16” wide or 18” wide backboard to be
inserted into the center of the transfer sheet. The
rigid insert provides a base when moving a patient
that requires a flat rigid surface. Storage bag is
included. Weight capacity of 700 lbs. Measures
60” x 80” with a total weight of 90 oz. and comes in
yellow.
TACTICAL/EMERGENCY
SOFT STRETCHER
#182 RD
#182 BK
This stretcher was designed with the intention of
moving an injured person rapidly. It is constructed of
22 ounce vinyl. To use as a one-person drag, simply
connect the black strap around the person’s chest,
grab the red web handles at the end, and go. The 8
black web handles also allow the sheet to be used
as a soft stretcher. A storage bag is included. Weight
capacity of 600 lbs. Measures 80”L x 26”W with a
weight of 64 oz. Red and black are the available
color choices.
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Patient Transfer
SPEED STRETCHER

The R&B Speed Stretcher is a flexible and easily conveyable alternative to back boarding. The
design is ergonomic, strong and durable. It is constructed using 22 oz. heavy weight vinyl with
hardwood oak slats positioned between two layers of material for superior strength. PVC hand
grips provide a secure hold while three 2” polypropylene webbing straps, with side-release buckles,
keep the patient secure. The Speed Stretcher’s vinyl construction makes it easy to clean with soap
and water and is also very resistant to chemicals.
#184BK
#183OR

#184OR

SPEED STRETCHER
#183OR
#183BK
Weight capacity of 700 lbs. Open Dimensions:
78”L x 28”W and Closed Dimensions: 58”L x 6”W.
This weighs 15 lbs. and is available in orange or
black.
XL SPEED STRETCHER
#184OR
#184BK
10” wider and an additional 4 handles, with a
weight capacity of 900 lbs. Open Dimensions:
78”L x 38”W and Closed Dimensions: 58”L
x 11”W. This weighs 20 lbs. and comes in
orange or black.

800-553-1911 | FAX: 800-742-5345 | INFO@RBFAB.COM | WWW.RBFAB.COM
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Patient Transfer

#BB-30

ded
t inclu
o
n
d
Boar

Contents not included

BOARD HARNESS BAG
#BB-10
Holds either of the board harnesses.
Dimensions: 7” x 22” with a weight of 10 oz.
IMPERVIOUS BACKBOARD STRAP
#BB-159 OR
These backboard straps are sold in sets of 3 and use
hook and loop closure to secure your patient to the
backboard. 2 inch nylon webbing is encapsulated
with a thermoplastic polyurethane coating, which
prevents trapping of body fluids or airborne
contaminants. The coating provides a durable,
abrasion resistant finish. It is adjustable from 24” to
44” and weighs 26 oz. It is available in orange.

#BB-159 OR

CERVICAL COLLAR CARRYING CASE
#685OR
Designed to hold a set of 6 cervical collars, it has a
Velcro® closure and a web carrying handle. Made of
Cordura® nylon and measures 26“L x 10“H. It weighs
8 oz. and is available in orange.

#685OR

Contents not included
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This board harness system
is for securing a patient to a
backboard. Constructed of nylon webbing with Velcro®
hook and loop closure. An adjustable spacer keeps the
cross straps in place during placement and prevents
all straps from falling together. A storage bag is
recommended and is found below.
#BB-30: 40” span with a weight of 32 oz.
#BB-30-XL: 55” span with a weight of 38 oz.

#BB-10

#684

BOARD HARNESS WITH
VELCRO®
AKA spyder strap

#683

R&B Fabrications, Inc.				

C-COLLAR STORAGE BAG
#684 ADULT C-COLLAR STORAGE BAG (Holds
approximately 5 collars)
#683 PEDI C-COLLAR STORAGE BAG (Holds
approximately 4 collars)
This storage bag attaches to the inside of a
compartment door. Four, size 0 grommets are in the
corners for attachment. It is constructed of royal blue
Cordura® nylon. The adult measures 22”H x 9”W x
4”D with a weight of 10 oz. The p
 edi measures
19”H x 7”W x 3”D and weighs 8 oz. 
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• ONE PIECE MOLDED HIGH DENSITY CONSTRUCTION
• SUPER DURABLE AND RESISTANT TO WEAR
• RESISTANT TO PETRO CHEMICALS AND UV RAYS
• WILL NOT ABSORB LIQUIDS
• TEMPERATURE RANGE OF -60°F TO 175°F

Tough enough for
any surface!

WHAT IS A TUFF BOTTOM?
A Tuff Bottom is a heated, compressed and molded sheet of high density cross-link
polyethylene foam. Tuff Bottom is suitable for any surface.
HOW DO YOU TEST A TUFF BOTTOM?
We started this process by contacting several testing laboratories. We found that
the cost to test was pretty outrageous and the terms used to describe the testing
process was similar to reading a foreign language.
So, after being discouraged with my initial test research, I had a brilliant idea. I figured there is nothing better than
a real world test to prove whether or not a Tuff Bottom could hold up in the field. The first real world test included
filling the bag with 20 pounds of stone. Then, I took a tow strap and attached the bag to the back of my H1
Hummer. So away I went, dragging the bag down the road behind me. I decided I should cover all of my bases, so
I drug the bag over asphalt, concrete and even gravel roads. These roads weren’t freshly paved roads, but rather
Ohio back roads that are filled with potholes, cracks and fresh tar. I started off at about 20 miles per hour. To my
amazement, the bag just kept sliding right along behind me. After 10 miles of dragging, I decided to give the Tuff
Bottom the stamp of approval on being a real world durable product. The bottom line is the R&B Tuff Bottom is truly
rugged. It’s designed to take a beating and ask for more. So, the next time you are looking for the most durable bag
you can get your hands on, look for an R&B Tuff Bottom Bag! You won’t be disappointed in your decision.
Ron Eakins
Vice President
800-553-1911 | FAX: 800-742-5345 | INFO@RBFAB.COM | WWW.RBFAB.COM
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Trauma/Medic Bags

INTERMEDIATE TRAUMA BAGS

R&B Fabrication’s Pacific Coast Series bags and packs are the highest quality line available.
The outer shell is constructed of Cordura® nylon. The bag includes a fully padded insert with
adjustable dividers to keep supplies organized and protected. The molded Tuff Bottom provides
an almost indestructible base. Four outside pockets surround the main compartment. The front pocket contains
numerous elastic loops and slot pockets. #10YKK heavy duty nylon zippers are used throughout the bag and are
reversed to eliminate wear on the coil, prolonging the life of the strongest zipper on the market. It comes with an
adjustable nylon shoulder strap.
INTERMEDIATE I TRAUMA BAG
Available color choices are: red, royal blue and
orange. It weighs 70 oz. and is 18”L x 14”W x 11”H.

Empty Main Compartment
#RB A500X-RD-A
#RB A500X-OR-A
#RB A500X-RB-A

Adjustable Dividers
#RB A500X-RD-B
#RB A500X-OR-B
#RB A500X-RB-B

INTERMEDIATE II TRAUMA BAG
Available color choices are: red, royal blue and orange.
It weighs 82 oz. and is 22”L x 14”W x 11”H.

Empty Main Compartment
#RB A300X-RD-A
#RB A300X-OR-A
#RB A300X-RB-A

Adjustable Dividers
#RB A300X-RD-B
#RB A300X-OR-B
#RB A300X-RB-B

“Z” PAK Insert (see page 15)
#RB A300X-RD-C
#RB A300X-OR-C
#RB A300X-RB-C

Contents not included
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Trauma/Medic Bags

MEGA MEDIC’S BAG
The outer shell is constructed of Cordura® nylon. Four interior options make these bags
extremely customizable. Choose from a fully padded insert with adjustable dividers, a padded insert with oxygen
tank straps and pouch pockets, a “Z” Pak removable storage insert, or keep the main compartment empty. All
insert options may be removed for cleaning. The bag is designed to hold a “D” or Jumbo “D” oxygen cylinder, with
access to the regulator through the end pocket. The Tuff Bottom provides an almost indestructible base. Four
outside pockets surround the main compartment. There are two pockets on the front that have multiple elastic loops
and slot pockets. Inside the lid is a large zippered pocket. #10YKK heavy duty nylon zippers are used throughout
the bag and are reversed to eliminate wear on the coil, therefore prolonging the life of the strongest zipper on the
market. It comes with an adjustable nylon shoulder strap. Available color choices are: red, orange, and royal blue.
It weighs 130 oz. and has overall dimensions of 27”L x 15”W x 12”H.

Empty Main Compartment
#RB A600X-RD-A
#RB A600X-OR-A
#RB A600X-RB-A

Adjustable Dividers
#RB A600X-RD-B
#RB A600X-OR-B
#RB A600X-RB-B

Tank strap dividers to hold
“D” or Jumbo “D” cylinder
#RB A600X-RD-C
#RB A600X-OR-C
#RB A600X-RB-C
“Z” PAK Insert (see page 15)
#RB A600X-RD-D
#RB A600X-OR-D
#RB A600X-RB-D
Contents not included
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Trauma/Medic Bags

TRAUMA/OXYGEN BAG

R&B Fabrication’s Pacific Coast Series bags and packs are the highest quality line
available. The outer shell is constructed of Cordura® nylon. Four interior options make
these bags extremely customizable. Choose from a “Z” fold removable storage insert,
a fully padded insert with adjustable dividers, padded insert with oxygen tank straps and pouch pockets or keep
the main compartment empty. All insert options may be removed for cleaning. Designed to hold a “D” or Jumbo
“D” oxygen cylinder. The Tuff Bottom provides an almost indestructible base. The outside front pocket has multiple
elastic loops and slot pockets. Inside the lid is a large zippered clear view vinyl pocket. #10YKK heavy duty nylon
zippers are used throughout the bag and are reversed to eliminate wear on the coil prolonging the life of the
strongest zipper on the market. It comes with an adjustable nylon shoulder strap. Available color choices include
green or royal blue. Overall weight is 120 oz. with overall dimensions of 24”L x 12”W x 11.5”H.

Empty Main Compartment
#RB A700X-GR-A
#RB A700X-RB-A

With Adjustable Dividers
#RB A700X-GR-B
#RB A700X-RB-B

Tank strap dividers to hold
“D” or Jumbo “D” cylinders
#RB A700X-GR-C
#RB A700X-RB-C

“Z” PAK Insert (see page 15)
#RB A700X-GR-D
#RB A700X-RB-D
Contents not included
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Trauma/Medic Bags
“Z” PAK - TRAUMA BAG
SUPPLY INSERT
#ZPAK01
This foldable trauma bag insert makes
finding the items you need quick and
easy. It is designed to hold all the essential trauma
supplies, as well as a “C” cylinder for oxygen. The
insert is constructed of nylon pack cloth and clear
vinyl with YKK zippers that provide secure closure
for the pockets. This weighs 48 oz. and has an open
dimension of 18“W x 34”L.
Designed to fit in any trauma bag with a main
compartment opening of at least
18” L x 9“ W x 11”D.

Contents in the insert are shown in both the
bag and in the Intermediate I Trauma Bag
found on page 12.
The contents are not included.

“Z” PAK MAX - LARGE TRAUMA BAG
SUPPLY INSERT
#ZPAK02
This extra large foldable trauma bag insert makes
finding the items you need quick and easy. It is
designed to hold all the essential trauma supplies
as well as a “D” cylinder for oxygen. The clear
view pockets keep everything in plain sight. It is
constructed of nylon pack cloth and clear vinyl with
YKK zippers providing secure closure for the pockets.
This weighs 40 oz. and has an open dimension of
21“W x 35”L.
Designed to fit in any trauma bag with a main
compartment opening of at least
21”L x 9“ W x 11”D.

Contents in the insert are shown in both the
bag and in the Intermediate II Trauma Bag
found on page 12.
The contents are not included.

800-553-1911 | FAX: 800-742-5345 | INFO@RBFAB.COM | WWW.RBFAB.COM
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Trauma/Medic Bags

PEDI PACK
#RB 829-P
Be prepared when dealing with pediatric emergencies. This compact pediatric pack keeps all the equipment needed
for pediatric emergencies organized without the needless repetition of supplies. The outside front pocket has ample
room for a child BVM and a 1000cc IV pack and is stored without crushing the equipment. The double self healing
zippers allow easy access to the interior which has an abundance of storage for advanced and basic supplies.
Elastic straps hold the intubation equipment. A standing divider, with nylon pockets, holds items ranging from
pediatric size guides to oxygen supplies. The quick release handles allow the bag to be opened and closed quickly
therefore securing equipment even with the zippers unzipped. It is constructed of tough Cordura® nylon and
reflective trim. The back of the pack is made of heavy vinyl assuring durability and easy cleaning. The advantages
of this pack include being lightweight and offering organization unlike other packs. This comes in purple and has a
total area of 1183 cubic inches. It weighs 40 oz. and has overall dimensions of 13”L x 6 ½”D x 14”H.

16
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Trauma/Medic Bags

MEGA MEDIC’S ROLLER BAG
#RB A650X-RB-W
#RB A650X-OR-W
This is the highest quality trauma/oxygen bag on the market today. The outer shell is constructed of Cordura®
nylon. The interior liner is constructed of nylon pack cloth and high density foam for equipment protection and
stability. The liner may be removed for cleaning by hand washing with mild soap and water, then allowing to air
dry. It is designed to hold a “D” or Jumbo “D” oxygen cylinder with access to the regulator through the end pocket.
#10YKK heavy duty nylon zippers are used throughout the bag and are reversed to eliminate wear on the coil
therefore prolonging the life of the strongest zipper on the market. This bag features 6 internal storage pockets that
measure 7”H x 7”W x 4”D and have clear vinyl flaps to secure contents. There is a large pleated zippered pocket
in the interior of the top flap. Two external pockets, on one side, measure 8”H x 10”L x 3.5”D and feature 3 slot
pockets and 30 elastic loops to keep small items organized. On the other side is a pocket that measures 8”H x 21”L
x 3.5”D that is perfect for C-collars or other oversize items that need to be close at hand. The Mega Medic’s Roller
Bag is mounted on an external wheeled frame that boasts 2” ground clearance, a 13” wheel base and a two stage
handle that extends to 44”. All of this adds up to a bag that stays clean, dry and stable even when the scene is not.
It is available in royal blue or orange and has a weight 140 oz. with overall dimensions of 24”L x 17”W x 11”H.

Contents not included
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Trauma/Medic Bags

THE ULTIMATE TRAUMA BAG
#RB A 800X - BK
The Ultimate Trauma Bag is for the professional who is ready to have all their supplies on hand
in one bag. The main compartment of the Ultimate Trauma Bag is fully padded with closed cell
foam for protection. Other features of the bag include: 5 exterior zippered pockets in various sizes, numerous elastic
loops, clear vinyl pockets and mesh pockets for intubation or other supplies. The bag is also customizable with
semi-ridge adjustable and removable inserts as well as internal Velcro® for attaching additional pockets. There is
ample room inside for a “C” or “D” Jumbo Oxygen cylinder. An outside zippered panel allows for the oxygen to be
easily accessed without opening the top main compartment. Three molded rubber handles allow for easy transport
and carrying options. The Ultimate Trauma Bag can also be deployed as a backpack, with the use of the hidden
straps, which are stored on the bottom of the bag. Hidden behind the backpack straps is a Velcro® accessible panel
for a ballistic insert (not included). A shoulder strap is provided for hands-free transport. The bag is constructed
of Cordura® nylon with #10YKK heavy duty self repairing nylon zippers, 3M™ heat applied reflective trim on two
sides for additional safety, removable Velcro® for department nametags, and polyurethane raised runners attached
to bottom for extra protection. The Ultimate Trauma Bag is built tougher than any imported bag on the market. It is
available in black and weighs128 oz. with overall dimensions of 21”L x 15”H x 12 ½”W.
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MEGA MEDIC’S VINYL BAG
#RB A600X-RB-Vinyl
It’s the highest quality impervious trauma/oxygen bag on the market. The outer shell is constructed of 22 oz vinyl.
The interior liner is constructed of nylon pack cloth and high density foam for equipment protection and stability.
The dividers are fully adjustable and secured in place with hook and loop. Both the dividers and the liner may be
removed for cleaning by hand washing with mild soap and water and then allowing it to air dry. This bag will hold
a “D” or Jumbo “D” oxygen cylinder with access to the regulator through the end pocket. The Tuff Bottom provides
an almost indestructible base. Four outside pockets surround the main compartment. There are two pockets on the
front that feature multiple elastic loops and slot pockets. Inside the lid is a large zippered pocket. #10YKK heavy
duty zippers are used throughout the bag and are reversed to eliminate wear on the coil therefore prolonging the life
of the strongest zipper on the market. It comes with an adjustable nylon shoulder strap. It is available in royal blue,
with a weight of 140 oz. and overall dimensions of 27”L x 15”W x 12”H.
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Trauma/Medic Bags
Contents not included

MEGA TRAUMA PACK
#375OR
#375NV
#375BK
This is an extremely large backpack/trauma bag made
of Cordura® nylon. The main compartment measures
20” H x 15” W x 7” D, is padded with closed cell foam,
and has a #10YKK heavy duty self repairing nylon
zipper. This bag has 16 pockets and compartments. On
the outside back is a 15” x 8” gusset pocket and a 15”
x 10” x 3” zippered pocket. The two side pockets and
top pocket each measure 15” x 5” x 2 1/2”. The inside
consists of 4 removable flat pockets, 4 pouch pockets
and 2 flap pockets. The main compartment has sewn
in Velcro® straps for securing contents. This pack has
a web carrying handle and a contoured shoulder strap
with chest and waist straps. A false back allows for
storage of shoulder straps when not needed. 3M™heat
applied silver reflective trim to minimize contamination.
This is available in orange, navy, or black (black does
not include Star of Life or Reflective material.) The bag
weighs 48 oz.

MULTI-PRO TRAUMA PACK
#860OR (Orange Cordura®)
#860BK (Black Vinyl)
This pack features removable fold out, color coded
pockets with clear vinyl windows. An ABS molded plastic
liner provides protection to contents and is designed
to accommodate a “C”, “D”, or Jumbo “D” O2 cylinder.
The removable shoulder harness allows you to use it as
a back pack for hands free carrying. This item may be
used as a specialty case for airway management, basic
trauma, etc. The shoulder strap is included. Made of
Cordura® nylon with 3M™heat applied silver reflective
trim to minimize contamination. This is available in
orange Cordura® or black vinyl. The bag has an overall
area of 1850 cubic inches with a weight of 67 oz. and
overall dimensions of 22” x 12” x 7”.

Contents not included
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URBAN RESCUE BACKPACK
A true rescue backpack with a wide variety of uses from search and rescue, air service, or a squad. The main
compartment is fully padded with closed cell foam for protection. All internal pockets are held in place by Velcro®
and are removable. The backpack has a web carrying handle and padded contoured shoulder straps, chest strap
and a waist strap. A false back allows for storage of shoulder straps when they are not needed. The front has a
zippered storage compartment that measures 10” W x 15”H x 3”D. On each side is a removable 5”W x 11”H x 2”D
pocket. 3M™heat applied silver reflective trim is used to minimize contamination. The orange and navy packs have
a silk-screened white Star of Life. The black packs do not have a Star of Life or reflective trim. Made of Cordura®
nylon with a #10YKK heavy duty, self-repairing nylon zipper, the main compartment flap has an 18” slot pocket and
six clear vinyl attached compartments. The pack will hold a “C” or “D” size oxygen sleeve or may be rearranged
without an oxygen tank. This is available in orange, black or navy. The weight is 44 oz. and the overall dimensions
of 11” W x 20” H x 6”D.

#471RD

#471OR

#471GR

The #471 is an accessory pocket
measuring 5½"L x 5½"H with a clear top,
Velcro® closure on the flap and a 2" x 5½"
Velcro® loop on the bottom. Cordura®
nylon construction and is available in green,
red, yellow or orange. It weighs 3 oz. and
has an overall area of 30 cubic inches.

#365OR-E
#365BK-E
#365NV-E
No pockets or cylinder sleeve
#365OR-A
#365BK-A
#365NV-A
9 small pockets, 1 long pocket
no oxygen cylinder sleeve
#365OR-B D
#365BK-B D
#365NV-B D
5 small pockets. 1 long
pocket, 1 “D” cylinder sleeve

#471YL

#472RB
The #472 is an accessory
pocket measuring 13"L x
6"H. It has a clear top, Velcro® closure on
the flap with a 2" x 13" Velcro® loop on the
bottom. It comes in royal blue, weighs 4 oz.
and has an area of 80 cu. inches.
Contents not included

#470
Accessory Pocket kit including: 1-#471-GR,
1-#471-YL, 1-#471-RD, 1-#472-RB
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FIRST RESPONDER BAG
#RB828OR
#RB828RB
The First Responder bag is
large enough to accommodate multiple patient
care. It features a large center compartment with
a U shaped zipper for easy access. The bag has
webbed carrying handles and 3M™heat applied
silver reflective trim to minimize contamination. It
is made using Cordura® nylon and #8YKK double
zippers on all openings. There is a white silkscreened Star of Life & ID bar on the top of the
bag. The bag is available in orange and royal blue.
It weighs 28 oz. and has overall dimensions of
18”W x 11”D x 10”H.

#RB828OR

#RB828RB

#RB-200RB
#RB-200OR
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PERSONAL TRAUMA BAG
#RB-200OR
#RB-200RB
This bag was designed with the first responder
in mind. This compact bag is constructed using
Cordura® Nylon and includes two slot pockets
with dividers and elastic loops. There is a white
silk-screened Star of Life & ID bar. 3M™heat
applied silver reflective trim is used to minimize
contamination. The bag is available in orange
and royal blue. It weighs 12 oz. and has overall
dimensions of 15”W x 8”H x 7”D.
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Trauma/Medic Bags

#259OR

INTUBATION KIT
#259OR
A roll-up intubation kit that consists of four large
pockets for packaged and miscellaneous items.
There are 14 slot pockets for handles and blades
and 17 elastic loops for airways and other related
items. A full length flap helps secure equipment. It is
available in orange, weighs 12 oz. and measures
14” x 29”.

RES-Q-PAK
#ESP 13
A Spinal Immobilization Equipment Case will hold
the essentials, such as cervical collars, head
blocks, backboard straps or Ked® type extrication
device. Made of nylon pack cloth and available in
green, it weighs 22 oz. and measures
36"L X 8.5W X 11"H.

#ESP 13

Contents not included

#RB S800 BK
OPIOID OD KIT
#RB S800 NO
#RB S800 BK
#RB S800 NO-C
#RB S800 BK-C
This is designed to hold all of the essential contents
needed to treat an opioid overdose. This kit features
two sets of elastic loops for syringes and a clear
view zippered pocket and #10YKK zippers with
lockable zipper slides are used. Choose either
webbing belt loops or add a heavy duty metal belt
clip. Made of Cordura® nylon, it is available in neon
orange or black. It weighs 8 oz. and has overall
dimensions of 7.5”L x 2”D x 3”H.
#RB S800 NO-C
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Trauma/Medic Bags

IV MODULE
#RB S600X-RB
#RB S600X-RD
This is a compact kit for your IV
setup. Slot pockets and elastic
loops secure your supplies. These keep everything
needed convenient and organized. It is constructed of
Cordura® nylon and a #8YKK zipper and slides. Color
availability in either red or royal blue. It weighs 18 oz.
with overall dimensions of 12 1/2”L x 8”W x 3”H.
#RB S600X-RD

#RB S600X-RB
INTUBATION MODULE
#RB S400X-RB
#RB S400X-RD
All of your intubation needs packaged in one
convenient kit. Elastic loops and slot pockets hold
your airways, ET tubes, blades and related items.
It is constructed of Cordura® nylon and a #8YKK
zipper and slides. It is available in royal blue or red.
This weighs 20 oz. and has overall dimensions of
14”L x 9 1/2”W x 3”H.

#RB S400X-RB

#RB S400X-RD

#RB S450YL
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PACIFIC COAST DRUG BAG
#RB S450YL
A highly padded and protected bag for the storage of
your department’s meds. This bag has more than 60,
3/4“ wide elastic loops in various sizes to hold vials
and syringes. A padded center divider protects vials
from making contact. A dry marker board is on the
backside for quick notes. There is one inside zippered
pocket and two outside slot pockets. Constructed
of Cordura® nylon and #10YKK heavy zippers with
lockable zipper slides. This bag fits inside most Pacific
Coast bags. It is available in yellow, weighs 24 oz. and
has overall dimensions of 14”L x 9 ½”W x 3”H.
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Contents not included

AMPOULE MODULE
#RB S700X-RB
The outer shell is constructed of nylon pack cloth with
a clear pocket on the outside for an inventory sheet.
The inside consists of high density pluck foam cut into
1/2" squares that are 1" deep. The squares can be
removed so vials fit snugly with clear vinyl overlay to
keep them securely in place. There is a #10YKK nylon
zipper with lockable zipper slides. It is available in royal
blue with a weight of 16 oz. and overall dimensions of
13"L x 5 1/4"W x 3"H.

BURN KIT
#177YL
Use this bag to make up your own burn kit. It has web
handles and D-rings so it can be hung. It is available in
yellow, weighs 9 oz., has an area of 1000 cubic inches
and measures 13”H x 11”W x 7”D.
Color: Yellow

#RB S500-A

REMOVABLE ACCESSORY BAGS
#RB S500-A (5” x 6” x 4.5”)
#RB S500-B (10.5” x 6” x 4.5”)
#RB S500-P (13” x 4” x 3.5”)
Removable pocket kit featuring 3 Velcro® backed
removable pockets with clear vinyl windows. Designed
to fit into most R&B bags. It is available in red, royal
blue or black and weighs 18 oz.

#RB S500-B

Available to purchase as a kit of all 3.
#RB S505

#RB S500-P

502TN

502BK

501BK

501TN
501RD

501OR

502OR

502RD

SMALL AND LARGE FANNY PACK
501OR		
502OR
501BK		
502BK
501RD		
502RD
501TN		
502TN
A fanny pack designed to hold personal protection
items. Made of Cordura® nylon with a 1 1/2” webbing
belt. The small 501 measures 7” x 4” x 3” and weighs
8 oz. The large 502 measures 9 1/2” x 5” x 3” and
weighs10 oz. All bags are available in red, orange, tan,
or black.
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TECHCASE 3000

Designed by a former firefighter and paramedic, the rugged and durable PELICAN™ case with gray dividers,
features interchangeable inserts which can hold various types of vials and other medical response items. The case
divider and inserts can conform to multiple custom configurations. It is able to be converted from BLS to ALS in
seconds. Inserts are washable and can be sanitized and reused if contaminated. Available in small or large model.
SMALL TECH CASE
#1500 (Interior Dividers Not Included)
Interior 16.75”L x 11.18”W x 6.12”D.
Exterior 18.50”L x 14.06”W x 6.93”D.

LARGE TECH CASE
#1550 (Interior Dividers Not Included)
Interior 18.63”L x 14.18”W x 7.72”D.
Exterior 20.66”L x 17.20”D x 8.40”D.

#RB-1497-1550
#1550 Gray Divider
#RB-1497-1500
#1500 Gray Divider
#RB-1297-1550

Two-Sided
#RB-1597-1550-CD
#RB-1597-1500-CD

#RB-1297-1500
Techcases with
all pieces
#RB-1397-1550
#RB-1397-1500
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DISASTER SUPPLY PACK
# 215GRAY
# 215GR
# 215RB
# 215RD
# 215YL
When disaster strikes you are ready to respond with a
pack designed for treating patients in an open scene
environment or a field clinic situation. The pack features
16 zippered pockets constructed of heavy clear vinyl
and nylon. The stored supplies are easily visible and
accessible. A variety of pocket sizes allows for supplies
to be stored in their original containers or loose. Three,
strong plastic hooks and straps allow for the pack to be
hung from a vehicle, wall or structure. The pack comes
stored in the Cordura® carrying bag that has double
zippers for easy access and security. The carrying bag
also has zippered clear label pocket for identification .
Be prepared for the unknown with R&B’s DISASTER
SUPPLY PACK. The pack is available in five colors: gray,
orange, royal blue, red, yellow. It weighs 98 oz. with
overall dimensions of 56"L x 25"W x 4½"D. 			
		

INITIAL DISASTER
STOCKING KIT
#216
2 – 5 ¼ Straight Forceps		
2 – Adult BP Cuffs		
12 – 2” Roll Gauze
6 – Burn Sheets
4 – Penlights			
2 – Stethoscopes			
6 – 4” Roll Gauze
1 – Band Aids (100)
2 – Knives (folding w/serrated
3 – CPR Pocket Mask		
blade)
6 – 1” Tape
24 – 5” X 9” ABD Pads
4 – Rescue Shears			
3 – Adult BVM’s		
12 – Foil Rescue Blankets 12 – Multi-Trauma Dressings
4 – Bandage Shears			
1 – Box of Large Exam Gloves
12 – Triangular Bandages 3 – Oral Airway Sets		
4 – Bite Sticks			
4 – Instant Glucose		
8 – Cold Packs		
100 – Antiseptic Towelettes
100 – Triple Antibiotic Wipes
100 – Alcohol Preps
100 – 2” X 2” Gauze Pads
100 – 4” X 4” Gauze Pads
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TRAUMA OXYGEN BAG (T.O. BAG)
#820OR
This bag is designed to carry your oxygen supplies, a “D”
cylinder and trauma related dressings and equipment.
There are three main compartments. The center
compartment is designed to hold an oxygen cylinder and
regulator. There are 4 slot pockets on each side and elastic
airway loops above the pockets. The oxygen cylinder lays
in an A.B.S. molded plastic tray, which provides support
for the bottom and protection on each end. The sides of
this compartment have plastic inserts for added protection
and stability. At the head of the cylinder is a smaller
pocket for shears, forceps, etc. At the end of the bag, on
the outside, is an additional pocket. On each side of the
bag is a full length pocket for total access. Each outside
pocket has pockets made of nylon mesh and 4 nylon
pockets with clear flaps. Above this is a full length elastic
strip. Each have a full length pocket for splints and/or large
trauma dressing. On the top of the bag is a small pocket.
An outside carrying handle allows the bag to be picked
up without zipping it shut. The removable shoulder strap
makes it easy to carry on your shoulder or can be grabbed
by the two handles. The bottom of the bag is vinyl coated
nylon for added protection and wear. There is 3M™heat
applied silver reflective trim to minimize contamination
and a white, silk-screened Star of Life. This is available in
orange. It weighs 80 oz. and the overall dimensions are
10”H x 15”W x 24”L.

#820OR

Contents not included

#838GR

#838GR - PKT

OXYGEN ROLL BAG
#838GR
This bag is fully padded to carry your oxygen cylinder,
regulator and accessories. There is a removable inner
liner for easy cleaning. This bag has 6 pockets with tie
down straps for your oxygen cylinder, elastic airway loops
and a padded flap to cover the regulator. Included with this
bag is a nylon coated vinyl bottom for extra wear and a
shoulder strap. Made of Cordura® nylon, this bag will hold
a “C”, “D”, or a Jumbo “D” cylinder. There is 3M™ heat
applied silver reflective trim to minimize contamination.
It is available in green. It weighs 32 oz. and the overall
dimensions are 20 1/2“W x 9 1/2”H x 9 1/2”D.
OXYGEN ROLL BAG WITH SIDE POCKET
#838GR - PKT
The #838-PKT has the same features as a #838, but has
an additional side pocket. This pocket measures 21” X 7”
X 2”, which is suitable for storage of items such as suction,
oxygen supplies, tubing, etc. It weighs 33.6 oz. and the
overall dimensions are 21”W x 7”H x 11 1/2”D. 
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#474OR
#474GR

#475OR

#475GR

Contents not included.

#250GR-P

#250OR-P

#251OR-P

OXYGEN CYLINDER SLEEVE
#474OR “D”
#474GR “D”
#478OR “J” (Jumbo “D”)
This attaches to the rail of a cot and
holds a cylinder. It attaches with a 2”
hook and loop that is sewn to 2” webbing. There is a
hook and loop tab sewn to the top where you can coil
your oxygen tubing and store it when not in use. It is
available in orange or green. It weighs 8 oz. and the
overall dimensions of the different sleeves are:
#474: 15 1/2”L x 4 1/2” Diameter
#478: 16 3/4”L x 5” Diameter
OXYGEN CYLINDER SLEEVE “D” CYLINDER
#475OR
#475GR
This attaches to rail of a cot and holds a “D” cylinder. It
attaches with a 2” hook and loop sewn to 2” webbing.
There is a hook and loop tab sewn to the top where
you can coil your oxygen or mask tubing and store
it when not in use. A small side pocket holds extra
masks. It is available in either orange or green. It
weighs 8 oz. and the overall dimensions are
15 3/4”L x 4 1/2” Diameter.
PORTABLE OXYGEN CYLINDER BAG
WITH PADDED HEAD
#250OR-P “D” Cyl.
#250GR-P “D” Cyl.
#253OR-P “C” Cyl.
#251OR-P “E” Cyl.
This features one-half inch of high density, closed cell
foam that helps protect the oxygen regulator. It is large
enough for your cylinder and attached regulator. There
is a pocket on the side for a mask, nasal cannula, etc.,
elastic loops inside pocket for seven oral airways, and
a shoulder carrying strap that includes hook and loop
straps to attach to a cot rail. Made of heavy Cordura®
nylon, it has 3M™heat applied silver reflective trim to
minimize contamination. There are models available for
“C”, “D” and ”E” cylinders. It is available in orange or
green and weighs16 oz. The overall dimension are:
#250: 23 1/4”L x 4 1/4” diameter (body)
7 1/2” diameter (head)
#253: 19”L x 4 1/4” diameter (body)
7 1/2” diameter (head)
#251: 35”L x 4 3/4” diameter (body)
7 1/2” diameter (head)
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Trauma Supplies
TRAUMA BAG INITIAL STOCK
#RB-17
Prepackaged poly bag with all the supplies needed to initially
stock our trauma bags. This weighs 85 oz. and includes:
1- B/P Cuff
1- Oral Airway set
1- Stethoscope dual head
5- Pair of gloves
1- Multi-Trauma Dressing
2- Cold Packs
3- 5” x 9” Combi Pads
15- 4”x 4” Gauze Pads
10- 2”x 2” Gauze Pads
2- 1” tape (adhesive)
1- CPR Mask
4- Triangular Bandage
1- Foil Rescue Blanket

3- 4” Conforming Gauze
3- 2” Conforming Gauze
1- Burn Sheet
10- Alcohol Preps
10- Antiseptic Towelettes
10- Triple Antibiotic Ointment
10- 1” Band-aids or Assorted Box
1- Penlight w/pupil gauge
1- Rescue Shears
1- Bandage Shears
1- Bite Stick
1- Lock blade knife
1- 15 Gram Glucose

TRAUMA BAG RESTOCKING KIT
#RB-61
This is designed to restock a trauma bag after several
responses have been made. This kit includes the
following:
1 - 1” adhesive tape		
2 - Triangular bandage
2 - Cold Packs
1 - Oral Airway set
1 - Multi-trauma dressing
1 - 15 Gram Glucose		
1 - Penlight w/pupil gauge
5 - Pair of gloves
1 - Bite Stick
10 - Alcohol Preps
10 - Antiseptic Towelettes

10 - Triple Antibiotic Ointment
5 - 5” X 9” Combi pads
15 - 4” X 4” Gauze pads
15 - 2” X 2” Gauze pads
1 - CPR Mask
1 - Burn Sheet
1 - Foil Rescue blanket
3 - 4” comforting gauze
3 - 2”comforting gauze
1 - Lock blade knife
10 - 1” Band-aids or Assorted Box

OXYGEN BAG INITIAL STOCK
#RB-18
Prepackaged poly bag with all the supplies needed to initially
stock our oxygen bags.
1- Oxygen Regulator (Brass) 0-15L constant flow
1- Aluminum "D" Oxygen Tank with Toggle Handle
1- Bag-Valve-Mask (Adult)
2- Adult Non-Re-breather Mask
2- Pediatric Non-Re-breather Mask
2- Adult Nasal Cannula
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BAG - VALVE - MASK
#RB-11
An adult bag-valve-mask with reservoir bag and oxygen
tubing for high flow oxygen concentrations. This weighs
16 oz.

#RB-11

BP CUFF
#RB-12
An adult aneroid sphygmomanometer, white-faced 300
mm Hg no pin stop manometer with black numerals.
This weighs 12 oz.

#RB-12

STETHOSCOPE
#RB-13
Dual head stethoscope with interchangeable chest
pieces and earpieces. This weighs 10 oz.
#RB-13

OXYGEN REGULATOR
#RB-14
Oxygen Regulator (brass) with selectable 0-15L flow.
Single barb fitting and pressure gauge.

SPRING LOADED WINDOW PUNCH
#SP-5-RD
Spring loaded center punch with key ring for easy
attachment to gear.

#RB-14

#SP-5-RD

#RB-01

MEDIC SHEARS
#RB-01
7½” Medic Shears
KNIFE
#RB-06
Knife with stainless handle and
smooth/serrated blade.

#RB-06

#RB-00

CPR MASK
#RB-00
CPR Mask with oxygen port in hard
plastic case.
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Rescue Accessories
#RB-64

SHORT STACK SHORING
CARRIER
#RB-64
This carrier is designed to carry your
predetermined amount of shoring. Constructed
of heavy duty nylon webbing with a “cam over
center” buckle. It is available in hot yellow and
weighs 12 oz. The strap length is 54”.

LONG BUNDLE SHORING CARRIER
#RB-65
The same concept as the RB-64, with a
third strap and two carrying handles to help
balance your longer load. It is available in hot
yellow and weighs 16 oz. The strap length is 48”.

#RB-65

DUTY BELT
#676BK
This duty belt is 2” wide and designed to carry
your radio, pager, mag light and small cased
items. There is heavy webbing with a side release
Delrin® nylon buckle and several belt keepers to
prevent everything from sliding together. This is
one size fits all and will extend up to 65 inches.
A smaller waist may cut off excess webbing. It is
available in black and weighs 6 oz.
#676BK
GLOVE CASE SMALL
#243BK
This will hold one or two pairs of gloves and is
compact and conforms to the contour of your belt.
The case is constructed using heavy Cordura®
nylon, and is available in black and weighs 1 oz.
The case measures 4” x 3”.

#243BK
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GLOVE CASE LARGE
#243BK-L
This large glove case will hold approximately 6
pairs of gloves. It is available in black and weighs
2 oz. The case measures 1” x 4¼” x 3½”.
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Active Shooter Response Kits

Contents not included

ASK-401RD

ASK-401BK

IFAK/ACTIVE SHOOTER
RESPONSE SUPPORT KIT/
MULTI USER (8)
ASK-400RD
This kit is constructed of denier polyester and
contains 8 individual pouches for multiple patients.
Individual pouches are held in place with Velcro®
for quick release. Additional slot pockets on each
side provide additional storage. A clear vinyl window
on the outside is provided for inventory tracking
and reports. The kit is sold empty with 3 optional
bleeding control content kits available (See page 36
for details). It is available in red and its empty weight
is 30 oz. The measurements are:
Closed - 18”T x 12”W x 7”D
Open - 36”T x 12”W x 3”D

ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE/SAR
BACK PACK
ASK-401BK ASK-401RD
Our ASR/SAR backpack is a slim-tapered pack
which contours for comfort and eliminates the bulky
backpack when concealment is important or tight
locations are encountered. This pack consists of
3 zippered pockets, capable of holding 8 Patient
Treatment Kits, and two removable outer pockets for
accessories. The main compartment is 21”H x 10”W
x 5”D. It has full length Velcro® compatible foam
for protection and comfort. There is a convertible
Velcro® divider for extra storage. All internal pockets
can be held in place by Velcro® and are quickly
deployed. The middle compartment is approximately
14”H x 7”W x 3 1/2”D, with MOLLE webbing for
attaching additional pockets. The lower fanny pack
compartment is 8” H x 10”W x 5”D. The back pack
has a web carrying handle, padded contoured
shoulder straps, chest strap and waist strap as well
as slot provisions for a hydration pack hose. This
is made using DuPont® Cordura® and #8YKK self
repairing zippers. It is available in black or red and
weighs 36 oz. The overall dimensions are
21”H x 12”W x 12”D.
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Active Shooter Response Kits
502OR

502BK

501OR

501BK

502RD

501RD

502TN

501TN

SMALL AND LARGE FANNY PACK
501OR		
502OR
501BK		
502BK
501RD		
502RD
501TN		
502TN
These fanny packs are designed to hold personal
protection items. These are constructed of Cordura® nylon
with a 1 1/2” webbing belt. These are available in red,
orange, tan and black. The small 501 weighs 8 oz. and
measures: 7”H x 4”W x 3”D. The large 502 weighs 10 oz.
and measures 9 1/2”H x 5”W x 3”D.

IFAK/ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE POUCH

Our IFAK/Active Shooter Response Pouch opens quickly. There are many options for the pouches based on how
they will be used. Create your own custom combination that is most suitable for you or your team’s usage. There is
a choice of: two mesh pockets, elastic loops or empty pouches available for the inside. The mesh pockets visually
allow the rescuer to see the contents, and secure the smaller items for patient treatment. The elastic loops are to
secure a tourniquet and other loose contents. The empty pouch is to hold a vacuum sealed Bleeding Control Kit.
The back of the pouch is designed depending on how it will attach to other bags or Active Shooter Response Kits.
Made of denier Polyester, with a #4.5YKK self-repairing zipper, it comes in tan, black, or red. It weighs 3 oz. and the
overall measurements are 7 1/4”H x 4 ½”W x 3”D.
1. CHOOSE YOUR COLOR:

Black (BK)

Tan (TN)

Red (RD)

Mesh (MS)
2. CHOOSE YOUR INSIDE:

Empty (EM)
Elastic (EL)

(Empty for Vacuumed Sealed Bleeding
Control Kits to fit inside. Found on page 36).
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Active Shooter Response Kits
3. CHOOSE YOUR OUTSIDE:
Leg Drop (LD)

Clip (CL)

Molle Clip (MC)

Molle (ML)

COMBINATION PART NUMBER KEY:
Combination Part Number
TN-MS-LD
TN-MS-CL
TN-MS-ML
TN-MS-MC

ASK-402
ASK-403
ASK-404
ASK-405

BK-MS-LD
BK-MS-CL
BK-MS-ML
BK-MS-MC

ASK-414
ASK-415
ASK-416
ASK-417

RD-MS-LD
RD-MS-CL
RD-MS-ML
RD-MS-MC

ASK-426
ASK-427
ASK-428
ASK-429

TN-EL-LD
TN-EL-CL
TN-EL-ML
TN-EL-MC

ASK-406
ASK-407
ASK-408
ASK-409

BK-EL-LD
BK-EL-CL
BK-EL-ML
BK-EL-MC

ASK-418
ASK-419
ASK-420
ASK-421

RD-EL-LD
RD-EL-CL
RD-EL-ML
RD-EL-MC

ASK-430
ASK-431
ASK-432
ASK-433

TN-EM-LD
TN-EM-CL
TN-EM-ML
TN-EM-MC

ASK-410
ASK-411
ASK-412
ASK-413

BK-EM-LD
BK-EM-CL
BK-EM-ML
BK-EM-MC

ASK-422
ASK-423
ASK-424
ASK-425

RD-EM-LD
RD-EM-CL
RD-EM-ML
RD-EM-MC

ASK-434
ASK-435
ASK-436
ASK-437

= RD-MS-ML
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Active Shooter Response Kits
BLEEDING CONTROL KIT

Bleeding Control Kits provide the essential tools needed to stop bleeding quickly. Whether they are needed for a
car accident or an active shooter situation, these kits can provide the medic, or even the general public, to act as
a responder. There are three levels of kits: Basic, Intermediate and Advanced. The Bleeding Control Kit comes in
a vacuum sealed pouch with all of the contents sealed securely inside for a longer life-span. Sealed kits fit directly
into the Empty IFAK/Active Shooter Response Pouch (found on page 33) for easy transport. Overall measurements
are 7”H x 4”W x 3”D. Weight 15 oz.
CONTENTS INCLUDE:
1- C-A-T Tourniquet®
1- 6” Responder ETD, Trauma Dressing
1- Combat Gauze LE, Hemostatic
1- NAR Compressed Gauze
1- HyFin® Vent Compact, Twin Pack
2- Bear Claw™ Nitrile Gloves, Large
1- NAR Trauma Shears, 7.25”
1- Permanent Marker
1- Just in Time Instruction Card

ASK-438

ASK-439

ASK-440
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BASIC LEVEL CONTENTS INCLUDE:
ASK-438
1- C-A-T Tourniquet®
1- 6” Responder ETD, Trauma Dressing
1- NAR Compressed Gauze
2- Bear Claw™ Nitrile Gloves, Large
1- NAR Trauma Shears, 7.25”
1- Permanent Marker
1- Just in Time Instruction Card
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL CONTENTS INCLUDE:
ASK-439
1- C-A-T Tourniquet®
1- 6” Responder ETD, Trauma Dressing
1- NAR Compressed Gauze
2- Bear Claw™ Nitrile Gloves, Large
1- NAR Trauma Shears, 7.25”
1- Permanent Marker
1- Just in Time Instruction Card
1- HyFin® Vent Compact, Twin Pack
ADVANCED LEVEL CONTENTS INCLUDE:
ASK-440
1- C-A-T Tourniquet®
1- 6” Responder ETD, Trauma Dressing
1- Combat Gauze LE, Hemostatic
1- NAR Compressed Gauze
1- HyFin® Vent Compact, Twin Pack
2- Bear Claw™Nitrile Gloves, Large
1- NAR Trauma Shears, 7.25”
1- Permanent Marker
1- Just in Time Instruction Card
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BIKE PANNIERS
THE PANNIER MOUNTING SYSTEM

All of our panniers have been designed to simplify and speed installation and removal. We use 2 inverted J
hooks, which hang on the side rails of the rack, and an elastic type bungee cord with an “S” hook to secure
it to the bottom of the rack. For additional support when carrying heavy loads, there is a detachable strap
(#1312 found on page 39) that can be snapped onto the pannier and attached to the bicycle frame. The strap
is equipped with a side release buckle for quick mounting and removal. If a #1310 Trauma/O2 Pack (found on
page 38) is used, it must be removed first. We recommend a heavy-duty rack, which mounts in the seat area
and attaches to the frame in the axle area. Our line of bicycle panniers have been designed by James Bowell
of Troy Fire Department in Ohio. His expertise as an instructor and experience in the field have helped us
provide you with the best.
Shown here: #1323, #1326
and #1310 (found on page 38) #1326
#1323
RIGHT SIDE
LEFT SIDE

#1323
LEFT SIDE

#1326
RIGHT SIDE

AED PANNIER
#1326RB
#1326BK
This AED pannier has a pocket measuring 14”H x
34” in circumference. There are 4 clear vinyl pockets
on the flap for supplies. This is a right side pannier.
It is made using Cordura® nylon, and the back
side of the bags are nylon reinforced vinyl for easy
cleaning and have a self-repairing #10YKK nylon
zipper with a storm flap. These are available in
royal blue or black. The pannier weighs 80 oz. with
overall measurements of 15”H x 12”W x 7”W for an
availability of 1,260 cubic inches of space.

O2 / BVM PANNIER
#1323RB
#1323BK
Designed to hold a “C” cylinder and a BVM on the back
side with four clear vinyl pockets, this is made using
Cordura® nylon. The back side of the bags are nylon
reinforced vinyl for easy cleaning and have a selfrepairing #10YKK nylon zipper with a storm flap. White
3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material trim and a Star of
Life are found on the bag. These are available in royal
blue or black. The pannier weighs 80 oz. with overall
measurements of 15”H x 12”W x 7”W for an availability
of 1,260 cubic inches of space.
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BIKE PANNIERS

#1363RB

#1366RB

#1310RB

#1310BK
Contents not included
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6 POCKET PANNIER
LEFT SIDE
RIGHT SIDE
#1363BK
#1366BK
#1363RB
#1366RB
This pannier consists of 6 pockets
of different sizes with 3 in the flap and 3 on the
back side. The pockets are clear vinyl to view the
contents. The pockets allow you to carry loose items,
pre-packaged supplies or specialty kits. These can
be used as a pair or matched up with either the
#1323 O2/BVM pannier (page 37) or the #1326
AED pannier (page 37). Made of Cordura® nylon,
the back side of the bag is nylon reinforced vinyl for
easy cleaning and has a self-repairing #10YKK nylon
zipper with a storm flap. White 3M™ Scotchlite™
Reflective Material trim and a Star of Life are
found on the bag. These are available in royal blue
or black. The pannier weighs 80 oz. with overall
measurements of 15”H x 12”W x 7”W.

BIKERS TRAUMA / O2 PACK
#1310BK
#1310RB
A top mount, dual purpose bag that may be used
as a trauma bag or an oxygen setup. This features
a padded end pocket along with two side pockets
and a pocket for two water bottles. The top bungee
cords are great for storing larger loose items. An
HDSR polypropylene divider provides protection and
adds body to the main compartment. When used
for oxygen, the polypropylene shell stabilizes the
oxygen “C” cylinder. The valve and regulator extends
into the highly padded end pocket. The Bikers
Trauma/O2 pack attaches to the rack with Velcro®
straps and side release buckles. Made of Cordura®
nylon, the bottom of the bag is nylon reinforced
vinyl for easy cleaning, and has self-repairing
#10YKK nylon zippers with a storm flap. 3M™heat
applied silver reflective trim is used to minimize
contamination and comes with one set of clips. This
is available in royal blue or black and weighs 40 oz.
The dimensions of the main compartment are
10 1/2”L x 7 1/2”W x 8”H, and the dimensions of the
padded end pocket are 7 1/2”W x 6”H x 3”L.
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BIKE PANNIERS
#1315BK

#1315RB

#1312

#1311

BIKERS TRUNK BAG
#1315BK
#1315RB
An extra large, top mount dual
purpose bag may be used as a
trauma bag or an oxygen setup. This bag features
an additional top pocket for ample storage space.
Internal dividers in the main compartment provide
protection. When used for oxygen, the polypropylene
shell stabilizes the oxygen “C” cylinder. The Bikers
Trunk Bag attaches to the rack with Velcro® straps
and has side release buckles. Made of Cordura®
nylon, the bottom of the bag is nylon reinforced vinyl
for easy cleaning, and has self-repairing #10 YKK
nylon zippers. 3M™heat applied silver reflective
trim is used to minimize contamination. These are
available in royal blue or black and weigh 40 oz. The
overall dimensions of the main compartment are 18”L
x 5 1/2”W x 18”H and the dimension of the top pocket
is 12”W x 2”H x 12”L.

DETACHABLE STRAP
#1312
The detachable strap can be snapped onto the
pannier and attached to the bicycle frame for
additional support when carrying heavy loads.

EXTRA CLIPS FOR BIKERS
TRAUMA / O2 PACK
#1311
This set of two is used to secure the #1310
Trauma/O2 Pack to the rack. With an extra
set of clips you can leave them on the bike
rack when interchanging bags. This set weighs 3 oz.
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Tactical Medic Packs
#371TN-A

TACTICAL MEDIC PACK
#371TN-A
#371BK-A
#371TN-E
#371BK-E

#371BK-A
Contents not included

#371TN-E

#371BK-E

with pockets
with pockets
without pockets
without pockets

This is a true tactical medic rescue backpack with a
wide variety of uses and the ability to transform to
multiple configurations for maximum flexibility. The
main compartment is fully padded with closed cell foam
for protection. All internal pockets are held in place by
Velcro® and are removable. The front and sides of the
pack are equipped with the PALS (Pouch Attachment
Ladder System), a grid of webbing sewn onto the load
bearing equipment that corresponds with straps on
the attachment. The straps are interwoven between
the webbing on each side of the two pieces and are
snapped into place, making for a very secure fit which
can be detached. The backpack has a web carrying
handle on top and side. There are padded contoured
shoulder straps, chest strap and a waist strap. A false
back allows for storage of the shoulder straps when
not needed. Made of Cordura® nylon with #10YKK
heavy duty, Aqua guard water repellent zippers with PV
coating and a pull tab. All seams and stress points are
sewn with #69 Dacron thread. This pack will hold a "C"
or "D" size oxygen tank or may be rearranged without
an oxygen tank. All pockets have a Velcro® FlexBadge
label system for quick and easy labeling of accessory
pouches and the main pack. This is available in black
or coyote tan. The pack without pockets weighs 60 oz.
and the pack with pockets weighs 105 oz. Each pack
has overall dimensions of 11" W x 20" H x 6" D. The
side Molle pockets have dimensions of 6.5”H x 4”W x
2.5”D. The top front Molle pocket has a dimension of
10”W x 5”H x 3”D, and the lower front Molle pockets
have dimensions of 5”W x 6”H x 3”D.

False Back
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Tactical Medic Packs
#372TN

#372BK
#373TN

Contents not included
#373BK

#374TN

#374BK

#377TN
#377BK

#378TN

INSIDE SMALL POCKET
WITH CLEAR FRONT
#372TN
#372BK
Measures 5”H x 6”W x 3”D, is
available in tan or black and
weighs 4 oz.
INSIDE LARGE POCKET WITH
CLEAR FRONT
#373TN
#373BK
Measures 5”H x 6”W x 3”D, is available
in tan or black and weighs 4 oz.
OUTSIDE FRONT TOP POCKET
WITH ZIPPER
#374TN
#374BK
Measures 5”H x 6”W x 3”D, is available
in tan or black and weighs 2.5oz.
5X6 OUTSIDE FRONT POCKET
WITH ZIPPER
#377TN
#377BK
Measures 6”H x 5”W x 3”D, is available in
tan or black and weighs 5 oz.

#378BK

4.5X5.5 OUTSIDE FRONT POCKET
WITH FLAP
#378TN
#378BK
Measures 5.5”H x 4.5”W x 3”D, is available
in tan or black and weighs 3 oz.

#379BK

3.5X6 SMALL OUTSIDE SIDE
POCKET WITH ZIPPER
#379TN
#379BK
Measures 6”H x 3.5”W x 2.5”D, is
available in tan or black and weighs 3 oz.

#379TN

#380TN
#380BK

4X6.5 LARGE OUTSIDE SIDE
POCKET WITH FLAP
#380TN
#380BK
Measures 6.5”H x 4”W x 2.5”D, is available
in tan or black and weighs 3 oz.
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT HOSE PACK OR HOSE STRAP
When choosing which hose pack or strap is right for you consider these factors:
1. How much weight do you want to carry in a single hose pack?
2. What type of hose does your department handle? (Single jacket, double jacket, light weight, etc.)
3. What are the dimensions of the space where the hose bundle will be stored?
To help answer these questions there are a few things you can do to help you choose the right hose pack or strap
system for you.
1. Measure the compartment or space where you will be storing the hose.
2. Using the measurements you have just acquired, create a hose lay that will fit the space.
3. Once you have your hose lay, measure the dimensions including length, width, height and
circumference.
4. When looking for a hose pack, take note of the dimensions and make sure those dimensions align 		
with the measurements you took from your hose lay. Because hose lays and hose sizes vary, you 		
may be able to get several different lengths of hose in the same hose pack or strap.
#M/S-CHLS (Page 43)

#M/S HP (Page 47)

#HOV-200 (Page 45)
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
THE CLEVELAND LOAD
Cleveland hose lay is designed to be connected to and laid on top of a 100 foot length of pre-attached
hose in your cross lay or hose bed. When making up the Cleveland lay for a cross lay or hose bed, it
should be the length of your pre-connect. Pull the hose bundle out and place over your shoulder, and as
you walk, you will pull the remainder of the 100 feet of hose from the hose bed until it is fully deployed.

THE CLEVELAND STRAPS
#M/S-CHLS
This is a set of 3 straps to be used for a 100 foot
hose. The 3 straps are made with 2” Delrin® side
release buckles that are easily released with your
gloves on. There is a looped end for cinching. This
set up allows one person to easily deploy up to 200
feet of hose. The straps are available in royal blue
and weigh16 oz.

Hose not included

THE CLEVELAND GRIP
#M/S-CHLG
This is made of 2” nylon webbing with 2” Nexus
quick side release buckles that are easily released
with your gloves on. There is a looped end for
cinching and a removable shoulder strap for easy
carrying. The grip holds 100 feet of 1 ¾” hose
with the nozzle attached. The Cleveland Grip
is designed for a stand pipe operation or to be
connected to an existing line with a gated wye. It
is available in royal blue and weighs 24 oz. The
overall dimension is 37”L.

Hose not included
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
HS-100, HS-150 & HS-200 HOSE STRAP SYSTEMS
R&B hose straps are built tough with quick release Velcro® closures, molded rubber grips, 3M™ reflective
trim and a Nylon reinforced spine. Using longer lays allows the hose bundle to be carried over your shoulder
or SCBA, while shorter lays can be carried at arms length. R&B hose straps make deploying hose simple in
difficult situations. All hose lengths mentioned are suggested capacity only. Size of hose and length of the hose
lay will determine each straps’ final capacity.
#HS-100
THE 100 FOOT HOSE STRAP
#HS-100
53” in length, each strap has an
adjustable circumference of
14” - 24”. This weighs 20 oz.

Hose not included

#HS-150

#HS-200

THE 100 OR 50 FOOT HOSE STRAP
#HS-150
26” in length, each strap has an adjustable
circumference of 14” - 28”. This weighs 16 oz.

THE 200 FOOT HOSE STRAP
#HS-200
36” in length, each strap has an adjustable
circumference of 22” - 34”. This weighs 25.12oz.

Hose not included

LEATHER HOSE JACKET
#BL-9200
A quick temporary fix for a 2 1⁄2” or larger hose leak.
This jacket is made of heavy-duty, 10-12 oz. drum
dyed English leather with 4 heavy-duty roller buckles
sewn and riveted for extra strength. This weighs 16
oz. and has overall dimensions of 11 1/2” x 11 1/2”.
#BL-9200
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
View the #GOR-57 on YouTube
https://youtu.be/m8splIsLHpI

#GRP-57

GRIPPER HOSE SYSTEM
#GRP-57
The Gripper Hose System
consists of three heavy
duty nylon straps with a padded
shoulder sling, all sewn together
with a cross piece to create a hose harness. The
gripper has a padded, high visibility shoulder sling,
with three 2” wide, 42” long 3000-pound strength
webbing to secure the hose. This utilizes cam
buckles and torque rings and is easily opened with a
gloved hand. Shown with 150 feet of 1¾" hose. The
42" long straps have the capacity to carry more hose
than the average firefighter can carry. The overall
length is 27“ and each strap has an adjustable
circumference range of 14” - 44“, and weighs 24 oz.

Hose not included

#SGS-2

HOSE WRAPPER
#SGS-2
This is designed to accommodate your need for
that special hose pack. This features a heavyduty nylon strap with four leverage points, and
hook and loop closure with 12” of reflective
material. The amount of hose the wrapper will
secure depends upon the size, type, style and
length of layers. This is available in green with
an adjustable circumference of 14”-34”, and
weighing 8 oz. Sold individually.

Hose not included

#HOV-200

THE HOSE VICE - 200
#HOV-200
The Hose Vice 200 incorporates many ideas
given to us by our customers. This features
a shoulder strap, which is adjustable and
removable and long enough for a firefighter
to carry the bundle across the body for better
balance. Two firefighters can also carry The
Hose Vice. Handles have been incorporated into
the ends of the four straps, along with 2 molded
rubber grips on top. The overall length is 35“
and each strap has an adjustable circumference
range of 20” - 38“. Capacity is 150 OR 200 feet
of 1¾” hose as shown. 3M™ reflective trim has
been added to increase visibility. This weighs
40 oz.
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
Contents shown on
this page are not
included

#DD-100

#SGS-1

#LDH-01YL
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THE DOUBLE DONUT
STRAP
#DD-100
The Double Donut Strap holds two, 50-foot sections
of 1¾” hose. Heavy-duty nylon webbing and highsheer strength Velcro® make up this strong and
functional product. Important features include: easy
storage — hose stacks and is compact enough to fit
into compartments, shoulder strap aids firefighters
in carrying and deploying hose, and pre-coiled hose
gives you an option to add on to an existing hose lay,
or reduce a larger line. Adjustable from 42”-50”.
Wt. 32 oz.
SINGLE GRIPPER STRAP
#SGS-1
The Single Gripper Strap is an individual nylon
strap, which is best used in a series of four. These
straps consist of stainless steel buckles, which can
be operated in the dark with gloves on. The black
2” webbing is rated at 3000-pounds and treated to
prevent mold or mildew. This comes in a set of 4, the
length is expandable from 14” - 42”, and the weigh
per set is 21 oz.

LARGE DIAMETER HOSE STRAP
#LDH-01YL
The Large Diameter Hose Strap (LDHS) assists
in getting large diameter hose off the hose bed for
attachment to a water source safely and allowing the
engine to proceed for fire operations. Constructed of
3” nylon webbing, with a tensile strength of 22,550
lbs, and strong stitching with heavy brass rivets
providing long life. A quick release webbing strap
allows for the strap to be secured to the engine’s top
grab bar. This device allows the firefighter to pull the
hose off the rig and place it over a hydrant with an
additional hose secured with the hook & loop strap
with plenty of spare hose for attachment. To secure
the hose, a heavy hook & loop closure with a zinc
plated adjuster allows for additional hose for hydrant
operations. R&B placed a tab to allow for operations
with heavy fire-fighting gloves. This comes in yellow,
is 60” in length and weighs 32 oz.
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
MILWAUKEE STRAP HOSE PACKS

Constructed with firefighters in mind, this is made of durable 22 oz. reinforced vinyl. With double thickness inside,
the bottom and ends keep your hose in an attack ready condition. Brass grommets allow water drainage and a
Velcro® strap secures the contents on all of the packs. The Milwaukee Strap Hose Packs (#M/S HP, #M/S HP36, and #M/S FO) have one end that opens so hose may be pulled out for easy hose lay.

#M/S AB

#M/S HP

Contents not included
View the #M/S HP on YouTube
https://youtu.be/_syWLMb48Z0

MILWAUKEE STRAP HOSE
& ACCESSORY BAG
#M/S AB
The molded Tuff Bottom provides an
almost indestructible base, and this is
easily carried by a 2" nylon webbing handle. For on scene
visibility there is 2" reflective side trim. This bag can hold
75 ft. of 1½" or 1¾" hose and accessories making it ideal
for standpipe connections, hose operations or as a tool
bag. Loops on each end for optional shoulder strap.
This is available in red, and weighs 18 oz. The overall
dimensions are 17"L x 13"W x 13"H.
MILWAUKEE STRAP HOSE PACK - 50”
#M/S HP
This pack has a center handle for a one person carry and
two end handles for a two person carry. Both handles are
constructed of 2" nylon webbing. Three Velcro® straps
secure the contents and the pack holds up to 150 ft. of 1½"
or 1¾" hose. This is available in red and weighs 42 oz. The
overall dimensions are 50"L x 8"W x 9"H.
MILWAUKEE STRAP HOSE PACK - 36”
#M/S HP-36
Similar to the 50” Hose Pack, this pack has two Velcro®
straps securing the contents and the pack holds up to 100 ft.
of 1 1/2” or 1 3/4” hose. This is available in red and weighs
36 oz. the overall dimensions are 36”L x 8”W x 9”H.

#M/S HP-36

#M/S FO

Contents not
included
#M/S SS

MILWAUKEE STRAP FOLD OUT HOSE PACK
#M/S FO
This 36” long version holds 100 feet of 1 1/2” or 1 3/4” hose.
The pack completely unfolds for access and storage. It is
constructed of the same materials as all of the other M/S
hose packs. It is available in red and weighs 48 oz. Overall
dimension are 36”L x 8”W x 12”H.
MILWAUKEE SHOULDER STRAP
#M/S SS
A 2" nylon web that is 48" long. There is an aluminum
carabineer on each end allowing the strap to be used with
any of the bags listed above. This is available in black and
weighs 10 oz.
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
Contents shown on this
page are not included

XL FORESTRY HOSE PACK
#M/S103
Easily pack and carry 300 feet of 1” forestry hose.
3 removable divided internal compartments and
rigid sidewall and base reinforcements keep hoses
organized and ready to quickly deploy. This is
made using 22 oz vinyl, is available in yellow and
weighs 68 oz. The overall dimensions are
25”L x 15”H x 12”W.

#M/S103

#M/S 102

MEDIUM FORESTRY HOSE PACK
#M/S 102
Pack and carry 200 feet of 1” forestry hose. 2
removable divided internal compartments and rigid
sidewall and base reinforcements keep hoses
organized and ready to deploy quickly. This is
made using 22 oz vinyl, is available in yellow and
weighs 136 oz. The overall dimensions are 22”L x
12”H x 7.5”W.

SMALL FORESTRY HOSE PACK
#M/S 101
Forestry Hose Bag holds two, 50-ft rolls of 3/4”
forestry hose. This is made using 22 oz vinyl, is
available in yellow and weighs 25 oz. The overall
dimensions are 14”L x 14”H x 4”W.
#M/S 101
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HOSE PACKS/STRAPS
Contents shown on this
page are not included

FORESTRY HOSE PACK
#420RD
This bag can be used for wildfires or in high-rise
buildings. It is shown here with 3 rolls of hose. This
pack is constructed of Cordura® nylon and features
double stitched and padded shoulder straps, an
outside zipper pocket, web carrying handles, a
protective flap and 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective
material. It is available in red and weighs 30 oz.
There is an area of 3200 cu. in., and the overall
dimensions are 11”D x 16”H x 18”W.

#420RD

#422RD

#423 RD

HOSE ROLL CARRYING BAG
#422RD
Designed to carry rolls of fire hose or extrication
hose, this will hold approximately 100 ft. of 2 1/2” or
3” hose and approximately 150 ft. to 200 ft. of 1 1/2”
hose. This has an adjustable shoulder strap attached
to the bag to carry the load. Made of 22 oz. vinyl,
it is available in red and weighs 18 oz. The overall
dimensions are 22” H x 22” W x 8” D.

HIGH-RISE HOSE PACK
#423 RD
This hose pack allows one person to carry up
to 150 ft. of 2” hose with a nozzle and adapters
for standard pipe hook-ups. This high-rise hose
pack can also be used for wildland fires. Made of
Cordura® nylon or vinyl, it has web carrying handles
and a shoulder strap for use as a backpack. It is
available in red and weighs 28 oz. The overall
dimensions are 26”H x 18”W x 7”D.
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TUFF BOTTOM TOOL BAGS

Developed for ease of use to access commonly used tools, this features an open top with no flaps or zippers.
Constructed with R&B Fabrications Tuff Bottom, the outside walls are 22 oz super heavy duty vinyl, and the
inside walls have rigid plastic for support and durability. These bags have superior durability and are extremely
lightweight. All tool bags have an outer pocket allowing ample room for large items. Reinforced web carrying
handles make this tool bag ready to move to the job site.
#447YL

#443YL

XL TOOL BAG
#447YL
This is available in yellow and weighs
60 oz. The overall dimensions are
29”L x 13”W x 10”H.

MEDIUM TOOL BAG
#443YL
This is available in yellow and weighs 45 oz. The overall
dimensions are 21”L x 9”W x 10”H.

#446YL

SMALL TOOL BAG
#446YL
This is available in yellow and weighs 27 oz. The overall
dimensions are 14”L x 6”W x 10”H.

Contents not included

#443 RD

THE “TOOL BAG”
#443 RD
This is available in red and weighs 5 oz. The overall
dimensions are 21”L x 9”W x 9 1/2”H.

STAND PIPE KIT BAG
#444YL
Designed to carry the tools and adapters needed to make
a standpipe hookup an efficient operation, this bag will
hold a pipe wrench, spanner wrench, flo-thru pressure
gauge, quarter turn valve, wedges, and adapters with
room to spare. It is available in yellow and weighs 45 oz.
The overall dimensions are 21”L X 9”W X 9.5”H.
#444YL
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HIGH RISE KIT BAG
#775YL
Designed to carry the tools and adapters needed to
combat fire in high rise buildings, the bag is constructed
with R&B Fabrication's Tuff Bottom for superior
durability. The Velcro® closure on top allows for quick
access with your gloves on. This bag will hold a pipe
wrench, spanner wrench, flo-thru pressure gauge,
quarter turn valve, wedges, adapters, door straps, rope
or hose. It is available in yellow and weighs 36 oz. The
overall dimensions are 24"L x 12"W x 9"H.
#775YL

#777YL

#442RD

HOUSTON HIGH RISE
#777YL
Designed to carry the tools and adapters needed to
combat fire in high rise buildings, the bag is constructed
with R&B Fabrication’s Tuff Bottom for superior
durability. Outside walls of the bag are constructed of
heavy duty, reinforced vinyl, with the inside having rigid
plastic inserts to support the bag and help protect the
contents. The inserts are Velcro® and able to move,
based on the contents. This bag will hold a pipe wrench,
spanner wrench, flo-thru pressure gauge, quarter turn
valve, wedges, adapters, door straps and rope. It is
available in yellow and weighs110.4oz. The overall
dimensions are 21”L X 9”W X 9.5”H.

HYDRANT BAG
#442RD
A large 22 oz. vinyl bag designed to hold all of the
equipment you need for a hydrant operation, the
Velcro® closure on top allows for quick access with your
gloves on. The molded Tuff Bottom provides an almost
indestructible base. This bag will hold large gated
valves, wrenches, reducers, etc. A high density molded
bottom helps to protect equipment. Heavy duty D rings
are for an optional shoulder strap. This is available in
red and weighs 6 oz. The overall dimensions are
24”L x 12”W x 9”H.
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TOOL/EQUIPMENT BAGS

#888RD
Contents not included

#887RD

#885
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THE RIT AIR
#888RD
With a trapped rescuer in need of air,
the RIT AIR bag will help provide an
emergency air cylinder to the trapped
rescuer. Constructed of 22 oz. vinyl coated nylon with
3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material and a virtually
indestructible Tuff Bottom, the bag can be dragged or
carried to the trapped rescuer. The shoulder strap is
attached with a carabineer that can also be used as
a drag strap. There is ample room for rope and mask
storage and a tool pocket on the top for tool storage. The
RIT AIR bag has been improved with a larger top opening
for quicker access to the SCBA cylinder. This is a must
have for any RIT team. It is available in red and weighs
30 oz. The overall dimensions of the bag are
23"L x 9"W x 10"H, and the tool pocket is 7"W x 19"L.

RIT EQUIPMENT BAG
#887RD
The versatile RIT EQUIPMENT bag can be set up for
tools only or as a carrier for supplemental air supplies for
RIT operations. Two inside pockets are designed to keep
the outside of the bag smooth, therefore preventing the
bag from catching on obstacles. This bag also features a
quick open top, rigid bottom and two straps for securing
tools or an air cylinder. The bag is constructed of heavy
22 oz. vinyl with 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material
and a virtually indestructible Tuff Bottom. The optional
shoulder strap (#MS/SS, page 47) allows you to drag the
RIT Bag when conditions prevent carrying the bag. The
bag is available in red and weighs 130 oz. The overall
dimensions are 12”H x 13”W x 29”L.
COLUMBUS RIT
#885
Keep your RIT gear ready to deploy in this rugged
Columbus RIT pack. This bag features Hi Viz reflective
trim and webbing, 2” Hi Viz shoulder/drag strap with
carabineer clips, 2 side pockets, 2 end pockets and
a large main compartment for your SCBA tank and
equipment. The side and end pockets have been
designed to hold an extra face piece or rescue hose.
Made from 22 oz. vinyl, it is available in royal blue and
weighs 144 oz. The overall dimensions are
34”L x 15”W x 11‘H.
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TOOL/EQUIPMENT BAGS
HYDRANT TOOL BAG

This bag holds your hydrant tool and related items. It attaches to the hydrant end of the hose and does not
need to be removed when charging the line. The straps are made of 2” webbing and Velcro® will attach from a
2 1/2“ through LDH hose. Constructed of 22 oz. vinyl to take the abuse, this will fit a 5” hose.

HYDRANT TOOL BAG
#440YL
This is available in yellow and weighs
10 oz. The length is 22” and the
circumference is 16”.

#440YL
OVERSIZED HYDRANT TOOL BAG
#441YL
This is available in yellow and weighs 14 oz. It is 26” in
length with a 20” circumference.
#441YL

#439YL

EXTRA LARGE HYDRANT BAG
#439YL
This is the largest of our hydrant tool bags. It is available
in yellow and weighs 18 oz. The overall dimensions are
27”L X 9”W X 6”H.

HYDRANT COVER
#438YL
A slip over hydrant cover was designed to identify fire
hydrants that are out of service. Constructed of 22oz.
yellow vinyl with 4” letters stating “OUT OF SERVICE”
on both sides, the cover is held in place with a 1” web
strap with adjustable side release buckles around
the bottom of the cover. It is available in yellow and
weighs 32 oz. The dimensions are 36”H x 30”W, with a
circumference of 60”.
#438YL
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AIR BAG EQUIPMENT PACK
#880OR
This rugged pack is designed to
carry extrication supplies. The
main compartment includes Velcro® tie downs
for air tanks, hose and regulators. The padded
exterior keeps your tools safe from impact. A
reinforced vinyl back provides a layer of protection
against the elements. Two large front pockets
offer additional storage. The YKK zippers include
large webbing pull tabs to make it easy to access
with gloved hands. Reinforced webbed carrying
handles give a secure hold on the load. 3M™
reflective trim surrounds the pack for maximum
visibility in poorly lit conditions. Constructed using
22 oz. heavy weight vinyl, it is available in orange
and weighs 45 oz. The overall dimensions are
20“L x 17”W x 7“H. 

#880OR
Contents not included

WATER CAN CARRIER
#CS415
This water extinguisher sling safely secures your
H2O extinguisher for on-the-go versatility. The fully
adjustable design fits most commercially available
extinguishers. It is available in lime green and
weighs 44 oz.The can compartment depth is
20 1/2”.

Contents
not
included

#CS415
THE CYLI-STRAP
#CYL-1
Now it’s easy to carry two compressed air
cylinders. Just loop each end over the valve of a
cylinder and you’re ready to go. Hands are free to
assist in walking or climbing. Tie a rope to the
Cyli-Strap and hoist cylinders to upper floors or
lower cylinders to below ground areas. The strap
features nylon webbing 1 1⁄2” wide, 2500 lb. tensile
strength, high visibility color for easy identification
and loops sewn on each end to help create a slipknot. It is available in red, weighs 13 oz and is 42
1/2” in length.
#CYL-1
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#1410YL

SALVAGE & OVERHAUL
KIT BAG
#1410YL
This Salvage and Overhaul Kit Bag has a large main
compartment that is ideal for storing sheets or rolls of
construction plastic and a side pocket for a staple gun,
extra staples and accessories. Constructed of 22 oz.
vinyl construction, it is available in yellow and weighs 32
oz. The overall dimensions are 5”D x 10”H x 24”L.

RUBBLE BAG
#889RD
The Rubble Bag has plenty of room to place debris and
the webbed carrying straps allow for easy handling.
Constructed of 22 oz. reinforced truck vinyl and tough
webbed carry straps, it is available in red and weighs 44
oz. The overall dimensions are 26"W x 22"D x 21"H.

#889RD

Contents not included
CRIBBING BAG
#890RD
Put all of your cribbing at your side. Constructed
of 22 oz. reinforced truck vinyl, this bag allows for
storage and easy access to cribbing for extrication
or stabilization. The molded Tuff Bottom provides an
almost indestructible base. A shoulder strap is included.
It is available in red and weighs 18 oz. The overall
dimensions are 17"W x 13"D x 14"H. 

#890RD
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THE ORIGINAL LADDER BOOT
Protect your firefighters with this Cordura®
nylon ladder boot that is padded with high density foam which
provides protection from the protruding base of ladders while
mounted on the fire truck. The attachment strap is made of 2”
webbing and 2” Velcro® on both sides, which provides a double
shear locking flap. A reflective strip with “STAY BACK” is sewn
on. It is available in 3 sizes and all bags are yellow.
#651YL Medium: 8”D x 4”W x 22”H and weighs 28 oz.
#652YL Large: 8”D x 9”W x 24”H and weighs 32 oz.
#653YL X-Large: 8”D x 11”W x 26”H and weighs 40 oz.

#651YL
“AMERICAN PROUD” LADDER BOOT VINYL
Fly our country’s colors with this high quality ladder boot while
providing protection to your firefighters. Constructed of vinylcoated nylon which is impervious to oil, grease, abrasions, and
is tear resistant. This attaches with two 2” side release Delrin®
buckles and a retainer strap. The full back panel is made of
white 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material with a red and blue
flag silk-screened in translucent ink with the imprint KEEP
BACK. This is available in 2 sizes and both come in yellow.
#632YL
#633YL

Large: 8”D x 9”W x 24”H and weighs 48 oz.
X-Large: 8”D x 11”W x 25”H and weighs 52 oz.

NOTE: All ladder boot measurements are inside measurements.
#633YL
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ORIGINAL TURNOUT
GEAR BAG
#200MC RED GOLD MALTESE CROSS
#200BS BLUE W/ WHITE STAR OF LIFE
#200RD RED NO LOGO
#200RD

#200BS

#200MC

#200BK XL-WINDOW

The original Turnout Gear Bag was designed and
manufactured by R&B Fabrications. This was
designed to hold a turnout coat, helmet, boots,
and miscellaneous equipment. There is a window
ID and outside zipper pocket for extra gloves and
small items. Made of heavy Cordura® nylon, it
uses #10YKK nylon zipper and a 2” web handle
to support the load. The bag weighs 26 oz., has
an area of 4,200 cu. in. and overall dimensions of
24”L x 13 1/2“H x 13”D.

#200BS XL

THE EXTRA LARGE
#200MC XL		
#200BS XL		
#200RD XL		
#200BK XL-WINDOW
#200RD XL-WINDOW

#200RD XL

#200RD XLWINDOW

#200MC XL

GEAR BAG

RED W/ MALTESE CROSS
BLUE W/ STAR OF LIFE
RED PLAIN
BLACK W/ WINDOW
RED W/ WINDOW

The Extra Large Turnout Gear Bag is constructed
with the same materials as the regular turnout
gear bag except it is 25% taller. There is plenty
of room to spare after setting your boots and
bunker pants on one side and coat and helmet on
the other side. The top has a window ID for ease
of identifying bags. The #200BK XL-WINDOW
features a clear vinyl pocket on the front of bag
that allows labeling by inserting a printed page.
Made of Cordura® nylon. The bag weighs 31
oz., has an area of 5,200 cu. in. and overall
dimensions of 24”L x 13 1⁄2”D x 16”H.
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Contents not included

#200MC XXX

SUPER-SIZED XXX GEAR BAG
#200MC XXX RED W/MALTESE CROSS
The king of the gear bags. The image shown has one
set of gear with room to spare. An extra long handle
of 2” web allows it to be carried over your shoulder or
as a backpack. Same construction and features as the
#200MCXL, featuring Cordura® nylon and a #10YKK
zipper. This bag weighs 36 oz., has an area of 7,200
cu. in., and overall dimensions of 15”W x 16”H x 30”L. 

#200MC XXX
#200MC XL
Size comparison between the Extra Large Gear
Bag and the Super-Sized XXX Gear Bag.

KIDS GEAR BAG
#200MINI MINI GEAR BAG
A scaled down version of the Original Turn Out Gear
Bag, we brought to the marketplace more than 40 years
ago. This bag is ideal for your kids or as a shift change
bag. This bag is made of red nylon pack cloth, and
weighs 12 oz. The overall dimensions are
16”L x 10”W x 10”H.
#200MINI

#198FFXL
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ECONO GEAR BAG
#198FFXL
Designed to hold turnout coat, pants, helmet, boots,
and miscellaneous equipment. A 1 1/2” web handle
supports the weight of the bag’s contents. This bag is
25% larger than the average gear bag on the market.
Made of heavy Cordura® nylon with a urethane
coated back, it has a #10YKK self-repairing nylon
coil zipper. The logo Firefighter is in gold print. It is
available in red and weighs 30 oz. There is 5,200 cu.
in. and the overall dimensions are 13 1/2” x 16” x 24”.
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SUPER-SIZE ECONO
GEAR BAG
#198FF-XXX
The XXX Econo Gear Bag holds a
complete set of full bunker gear with room to spare
for extra equipment. A 2” web handles support the
weight of the bag’s contents. Made of Cordura®
nylon with a urethane coated back, there is a #10YKK
self-repairing nylon coil zipper. The logo Firefighter
is in gold print. It is available in red and weighs 35
oz. There is an area of 7,200 cu. in. and the overall
dimensions are 30“L x 15”H x 16”D.
#198FF-XXX
PINK ECONO GEAR BAG
#196XL PINK
Designed to hold turnout coat, pants, helmet, boots,
and miscellaneous equipment. A 1 1/2” web handle
supports the weight of the bag’s contents. This bag is
25% larger than the average gear bag on the market.
Made of heavy Cordura® nylon with a urethane
coated back, there is a #10YKK self-repairing nylon
coil zipper. The logo Firefighter is in black print. This
is available in pink and weighs 30 oz. There is an
area of 5,200 cu. in. and the overall dimensions are
13 1/2”W x 16”H x 24”L.

#196XL

#199-U

THE R&B GEAR BAG
#199-U
Constructed using Cordura® nylon that is extremely
durable and abrasion resistant, yet remains soft to
the touch even in sub-zero weather conditions, this
Cordura® fabric has a Urethane coating that helps repel
liquids and dirt. This bag features a large “U” shaped
#10YKK heavy duty zipper, handles that are constructed
of heavy weight 2” nylon webbing and attached on
top and on both ends of the bag, and an end pocket
designed to hold your SCBA or personal items. It is
available in red and weighs 30.4 oz. The overall area is
6,000 cubic inches and the overall dimensions are
13”W x 18”H x 26”L.
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THE R&B ROLLER GEAR BAG

#197BK-W
#197MC-W
The Roller Gear Bag by R&B Fabrications, Inc. is the highest quality wheeled bag available.
Constructed using Cordura® nylon, it is extremely durable and abrasion resistant, yet
remains soft to the touch even in sub-zero weather conditions. This Cordura® fabric has a
Urethane coating that helps repel liquids and dirt. The Roller Gear Bag employs a large “U” shaped #10YKK
heavy duty zipper to make loading the bag quick and easy. Handles are constructed of heavy weight 2” nylon
webbing and are attached on top and on both ends of the bag to improve handling. There is an attached
end pocket designed to fit your SCBA or personal items. The Roller Gear Bag is mounted on an expandable
aluminum wheel frame that connects to a 1/8 inch stress relieved polypropylene plastic skeleton inside the bag.
This design allows more room inside the bag and gives you the option to replace the wheel frame or internal
plastic skeleton, should either of them ever get damaged in transit. The frame design also allows you to store
the bag horizontally or vertically while always maintaining a 2” ground clearance. The roller frame handle can
extend up to 44 inches allowing the bag to be pulled behind the user with plenty of heel clearance. It is available
in red or black and weighs 120 oz. There is an overall area of 6,000 cubic inches with overall dimensions of
13”W x 18”H x 26”L.
#197BK-W
#197MC-W

Contents not included
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WIDE MOUTH GEAR BAG
STEP IN STYLE
#194MC
The zippered top of this bag allows it to be easily
unloaded and loaded with your complete set of turnout
gear, along with miscellaneous items. A 1 1/2” strap runs
completely under the bag and Velcro® strips hold the
handles together for a quick trip. Made of red Cordura®
nylon, there is also a #10YKK black zipper. This weighs
30 oz., has an overall area of 5,700 cubic inches with
overall dimensions of 24”L x 17”H x 14”W.

#194MC
Contents not
included

#911IM-RD

#913IM

Shoulder strap not included

“IT’S THE BIG ONE” OVERSIZED GEAR BAG
#911IM-RD
This super sized gear bag has plenty of room for extra
equipment or supplies. Made from textured nylon, this
bag remains soft and pliable even in cold weather.
There are 5 various sized pockets. The left side pocket
measures 16˝ x 17˝ x 8˝, and is large enough to hold a
New Yorker Style Helmet. The right pocket will hold a
SCBA Mask and extra items. An ID Window, carrying
handle made of 2" webbing with a handle wrap to keep
handles together are some of the features. It is available
in red and weighs 48 oz. There is an area of 8,300 cubic
inches and overall dimensions of 32"L x 17"D x 16"H.
Imported.

SHOULDER STRAP FOR
OVERSIZED GEAR BAG
#913IM
Shoulder strap for 911IM, this is 2" with swivel snaps.
It comes in red and weighs 7.2 oz., with a length of 50”.
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#193BK-PLN

#193BK-PPE
#191BK-PLN
#191BK-PPE

PPE DUFFELS
#193BK-PPE - With logo
#193BK-PLN - Without logo
Overall dimensions are 10”W x 10”H x 15”L
Overall area is 1500 cubic inches
#191BK-PPE - With logo
#191BK-PLN - Without logo
Overall dimensions are 12”W x 12”H x 18”L
Overall area is 2600 cubic inches
#192BK-PPE - With logo
#192BK-PLN - Without logo
Overall dimensions are 12”W x 13”H x 24”L
Overall area is 3750 cubic inches

#192BK-PLN

#192BK-PPE

Designed to carry personal protective equipment such as,
gas mask or SCBA face-piece, protective suits, gloves,
and other personal items, this is lightweight and durable.
Constructed with nylon pack cloth, it is available in black
and weighs 12 oz.

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL SUIT BAG
#190 RD
This bag will hold a suit, boots, respirator, etc. A clear
vinyl window on the side holds an inspection sheet.
Made of Cordura® nylon, it is available in red and
weighs 20 oz. There is an overall area of 3,600 cubic
inches and overall dimensions of 23"L x 13"H x 12"W.

#190 RD

HAZ-MAT EQUIPMENT BAG
#195RB
Made on the same principle as our 200MC (page 57), it
can be used to hold your hazardous materials clothing
or other related items. There is an outside pocket for
extra gloves and small items. A 2” web handle helps
support the weight. Made of Cordura® nylon, the
Haz-Mat Equipment is in yellow lettering. It is available
in royal blue and weighs 26 oz. There is an overall area
of 4,200 cubic inches and overall dimensions of
24”L x 13”H X 13 1/2”D.

#195RB
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HEALTH SAFETY KIT BAG

#193Gray
Health Safety Kit Bag
The Health Safety Kit Bag holds supplies used to collect and secure turnout gear that is contaminated from a fire
or any situation that one may come in contact with while on a scene. The Health Safety Kit Bag was designed
with new NFPA standards in mind. The bag is made of 22 oz. vinyl, with #10 YKK heavy duty self repairing nylon
zippers, a 2” web handle, and an attached shoulder strap for easier carrying. Health Safety Kit is in black lettering
and there is an R&B Tuff Bottom for protection of the bag on any surface. It is available in gray and weighs 46 oz.
The overall dimensions are 24”L x 12”W x 12”H.
Suggested Supplies for your Health Safety Kit: (not included)
• Large polyethylene bags – large enough to hold a complete set of bunker gear (equivalent sizing would be a
“drum liner” for a 35 or 40 gallon drum).
• Nitrile gloves
• Safety glasses
• Decontamination wipes – single use disposable
• Ziploc® style bags of various sizes for small personal items
• Tyvek® Level “C” Entry Suit
• Eye-wash
• Bottle of soap
• Scrub Brush
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#IRS-125

THE IRON SLING
#IRS-125
The Iron Sling locks together a force ax and a
halligan tool. This perfectly balanced sling lets you
carry both tools hands free. The Iron Sling does
this by securing the ends of the tools to create a
balanced unit that can be worn by the firefighter. A
quick release heavy duty carabineer allows for easy
removal This strap weighs 5 oz.

Contents not included

#M/S-TOGS

Contents not included
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TURN OUT GEAR STRAP / “AKA”
BUNKER BELT
#M/S-TOGS
This is designed to transport or store your turnout
gear. The strap encompasses your boots and
bunker pants with your coat lying across the top. The
adjustable strap allows you to cinch up your bunker
gear in one bundle. Four carabineers allow you to
attach your helmet, tools and a SCBA mask storage
bag to the Turn Out Gear Strap. An adjustable,
removable shoulder strap is also included. A Nexus
2” adjustable side release buckle allows you to
quickly release and remove the strap when your gear
is needed. The open air design allows your gear to
dry quickly. The Turn Out Gear Strap is also equipped
with a molded rubber carrying handle sewn to the
top for easy transport. 2” polypropylene webbing
construction with all stress points box “X” stitched
and Dacron thread reinforcement makes the Turn
Out Gear Strap extremely durable for many years
of dependable service. It is available in either red or
black and weighs 18oz.
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#NX-3412

THE MILWAUKEE
CHIN STRAP
#NX-3412
The ability of this chin strap to be separated and
joined again when wearing breathing apparatus is its
most outstanding feature. The design of the chin strap
allows a firefighter to quickly and easily secure the
fire helmet after a face piece is on. Mask or inhalation
hose do not interfere. The helmet is secure while
engaged in fire attack, permitting more freedom of
movement. Another unique feature is that a firefighter
can remove helmet without removing the face piece.
There is no interruption of air supply if the helmet
must be removed. The Milwaukee Chin Strap is a
revolutionary method of improving firefighting safety.
This weighs 2 oz. and has a length of 14”. 

NOMEX GLOVE STRAP
#550
The glove strap is made of Hi-Air components (flame
retardant), special woven hook and loop tapes made
of a Nomex composite. This strap will not melt and
run down your coat like the nylon and poly web
straps currently on the market have a potential to do,
should you fail to remove it. The strap wraps around
a pair of firefighter gloves and can be attached to
turnout gear with a glove friendly trigger snap hook.
It is available in white and weighs 3 oz. with a length
of 7”.

#GS-250YL

#GS-250RD

#GS-250BK

THE GLOVE STRAP
#GS-250YL
#GS-250RD
#GS-250BK
The glove strap attaches to the front of your fire
fighting coat and secures your gloves when they are
not in use. It is a nylon strap with a glove friendly
trigger snap hook and a Velcro® closure. It’s the
smart and easy way to carry your gloves. It is
available in yellow, red or black. The strap weighs
3 oz. and has a length of 7”.
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RADIO STRAPS/CASES

LEATHER RADIO CASE
#BL-5487-RC-1
Deluxe Universal Radio Holder that is 5" tall and has
a 2" strap. This weighs 6 oz.
#BL-5487-RC-1

#BL-6543-XL

LEATHER RADIO STRAP
#BL-6543-XL
The radio strap is 1-1/4" wide and made of heavy
duty black leather. The length is adjustable and it is
available in an extra large for firefighters over 6' 1".
Your speaker mic attaches to a leather loop for easy
access. The strap can be used over either shoulder.
This weighs 10 oz. and has a length of 65”.

LEATHER ANTI-SWAY STRAP
#BL-5425-1
The anti-sway strap clips to the radio strap and
your turnout gear to keep your radio close.
This weighs 3 oz. and has a length of 8”.
#BL-5425-1
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RADIO STRAPS/CASES

2” HEAVY DUTY SHOULDER
STRAP
#153BK
A two inch wide adjustable web strap with shoulder
pad and heavy swivel snap. The strap is black,
weighs 6 oz. and has a length of 48”.

#153BK

#1245

#1246
Contents not included

RADIO CHEST HARNESS
#1245
A radio chest harness will hold most hand held
portable radios and is designed to be worn on the
chest. The front has a microphone strap, loops
for excess cord, padded radio holder, a small
miscellaneous pocket that will hold a pager or extra
radio batteries, and a pocket for a notepad or maps.
It is available in black and weighs 6 oz. The overall
dimensions are 10”W x 11”H.

DUAL - TWIN RADIO CHEST HARNESS
#1246
This radio chest harness provides you with different
ways to hold and stow items needed during a crisis
situation. There are: 2 adjustable radio holders,
a pouch for gloves or additional radio batteries,
external pen/pencil holders, elastic loops for securing
a flashlight or glow sticks, an internal pocket for maps
or notebooks, and a zippered pouch for smaller items.
The harness is held in place with adjustable waist and
shoulder straps and has a reflective strip for higher
visibility. It is available in black and weighs 14 oz.
The overall dimensions are 11 1/4”W x 10 3/4”H.
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RADIO STRAPS/CASES

DELUXE WEB RADIO
CASE
#385BK
Wear it on your belt, sling it over your shoulder, or
attach it to a web harness, this is fully adjustable in
length and girth. Constructed of Velcro® and heavy
webbing, a mini bungee cord and Velcro® secure
the radio. This fits all current radios. An adjustable
shoulder strap is included. This weighs 5.84oz. and
the strap is 56” in length. The overall dimensions are
3”W x 6 1/2”H.

#385BK

HI VIZ RADIO HARNESS
#387-HIVIZ
Keep communication close at hand with the R&B
Hi Viz Radio Harness. This fully adjustable radio
harness will conform to fit any model. The anti-sway
strap keeps the radio in place at all times. This
weighs 12 oz. The harness is 46 1/2”L, the anti-sway
strap is 9 1/2”L. and the radio pouch is 6 1/2”L.

#387-HIVIZ

Contents not included

#295BK
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LARGE PAGER CASE
UNIVERSAL FIT
#295BK
#295BK-C (Heavy Duty Clip)
New Style Pager Case holds all pagers from a
Minitor I thru Minitor VI and Unication. Made of heavy
Cordura® with a urethane coated back for water
resistance, the pocket flap is held in place with a
hook and loop closure. The edges are bound with
nylon binding, which protects the pager from dust
and rain. There is a web loop for a mini mag light.
Available with belt loop or metal clip, this weighs
4 oz. The overall dimensions are 3.75”H x 2.5”W x
1.5”D.
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SCBA/GAS MASK BAGS
AIR PACK COVER
#421RD
This protects your SCBA from dust
and foul weather. Mounting brackets (not provided)
mount inside to the flat surface to hold SCBA. The
inside pocket holds a mask. A #10YKK nylon zipper
opens on the front for easy removal. Made of 22 oz.
vinyl, this is available in red and weighs 30 oz. The
overall dimensions are 31”H x 15”W 12”D.
#421RD
SCBA MASK BAG
YUKON MICRO LINED
#427RD
#427YL
This nylon SCBA Mask bag is lined
with a soft fabric to prevent scratches. It features
a Velcro® closure, D-ring for hanging and an ID
window. It is available in red or yellow and weighs 8
oz. This is 14”H and has a diameter of 9”.


#427YL

#427RD

#940 IM-RD

#425RD

#425YL

SCBA MASK BAG
FLANNEL LINED
#940 IM-RD RED
This nylon SCBA mask bag is lined with soft flannel
fabric to prevent scratches to the face piece. It
features a Velcro® closure, D-Ring for hanging and
an ID Window. It is available in red and weighs 7.2
oz. The overall dimensions are 14”H with a diameter
of 9”. Imported.

SCBA MASK BAG
UNIVERSAL MOUNT
#425RD
#425YL
Holds your SCBA air mask. Cordura® nylon
construction with 4, #1 brass grommets which allows
it to be hung with the flap up or down. It is available
in red or yellow and weighs 5 oz. The overall
dimensions are 14"H x 9"W x 6"D.
All bags will hold any SCBA Mask.
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SCBA/GAS MASK BAGS

GAS MASK / RESPIRATOR BAG
#430BK
Easily accommodates all types of masks and
respirators and provides the responder with a
convenient method of transporting the device leaving
the hands free for additional items. It is available in
black and weighs 13 oz. There is an overall area of
475 cubic inches and overall dimensions of
10 ½˝H x 7 ½˝W x 6˝D.
• 1000 Denier Cordura® Nylon plus web-reinforced
hem with tri-fold corners
• Side release Nexus buckles for closure
• 1 ½” web belt drop with quick release buckle
• 1 ½” web leg strap

#430BK

AIR MASK BAG
FOR ATTACHED REGULATOR
#426RD
#426YL
Made to hold your SCBA mask while leaving it
attached to the regulator. Made of Cordura® nylon,
this hangs by a spring snap. It is available in red or
yellow and weighs 5 oz. The overall dimensions are
14"H x 10"W x 4"D.
#426YL

#426RD

SMALL AIR MASK BAG
#418RD
Made of Cordura® nylon and vented to allow the
mask to dry, this bag is designed for an air mask with
removable face piece regulators. The D-ring on the
back allows for easy hanging. It is available in red and
weighs 8 oz. The overall dimensions are
6"H x 7"W x 8"D.

#418RD
Contents not included
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ROPE BAGS/MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
WATER RESCUE THROW BAG WITH
75 FT. ROPE
#230R
There is a drawstring in one end with a web carrying
and throwing handle and on the opposite end there
is a grommet in the center. This contains 75 ft. of
floating 3⁄8” polypropylene rope and a float. The overall
dimensions are a length of 12”, a diameter of 10”, and
a circumference: 31.4”. This weighs 29 oz.

#230R

#234OR

#235OR

#236OR

#234RD

#235RD

#236RD

How to use: The initial throw should be made by
placing your hand through the rope’s loop at the open
top section of the bag. Hold the loop securely and
throw the bag toward the victim. All subsequent throws
should be made by loosely coiling the rope, then throw
bag and rope together. The increased weight of the wet
rope and bag will aid in reaching the victim.
SMALL ROPE BAG
#234RD
#234OR
This bag will hold 150’-200’ - ⅜” rope 80’-100’ - ½”
rope. There is a 1” web handle and a #5 grommet in
the bottom of the bag. It is available in red or orange
and weighs 6 oz. It is 13”L with an 8” diameter and a
22” circumference.
MEDIUM ROPE BAG
#235RD
#235OR
This bag will hold 250’-300’ - ½” rope or 200’-250’ - ⅝”
rope. 1½” web handle. This bag holds the rope that
most rescue squads are required to carry. There is a
#5 grommet in the bottom of the bag. It comes in red or
orange and weighs 11 oz. It is 14”L with a 12” diameter
and a 37” circumference.

LARGE ROPE BAG
#236RD
#236OR
This bag will hold 500’-600’ — ⅝” rope. It has a 2” web
handle and a #5 grommet in the bottom of the bag. It
comes in red or orange and weighs
14 oz. It is 15”L with a 17” diameter
and 51” circumference.
Comparison of
all sizes
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ROPE BAGS/MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
FLARE CONTAINER
#SAC-FC-30
Keep your flares handy, dry, and damage free. The
FC-30 flare container holds twelve, 30-minute flares.
It is small enough to store anywhere and includes
a handle. Molded from durable plastic that resists
the wear and tear of tough use. It comes in red and
weighs 7 oz.

#SAC-FC-30
LARGER HANDI WEDGE
#SAC-DW-YL
It is a great pocket tool to have for keeping doors
open. Excellent for stopping water flow from sprinkler
heads. This large rubber door wedge measures 5½”L x
1½”H x 1¼”W and weighs 2 oz.

#SAC-DW-YL

#DDM-OR

DOOR MARKER DOUBLE PLAIN
#DDM-OR
During a fire some rooms are searched 2 or 3 times
while others are never searched. The double door
marker simply snaps over both knobs to prevent
latching. Door markers are manufactured in day-glow
color so they are highly visible and they can easily
be recognized by touch when in place. They are
convenient to carry and work better than using chalk or
tape to mark doors. These weigh 1oz.

HANDI WEDGE
#SAC-HW-OR
Our Handi Wedge does an excellent job of stopping
the water flow from sprinkler heads. They also
work well as doorstops and have countless other
applications. They measure 2”L x 1”H x 3⁄4”W and
weighs 1 oz. each. They are sold as a pair.

#SAC-HW-OR
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REFLECTIVE PANEL TITLE GUIDE

REFLECTIVE PANELS #004
Stock #

Title

Stock #

Title

Stock #

Title

AC
AS
CHAP
COM
COMMUN
CO
DE
DA
DO
EM
EMS
EMS COM
FIRE
FD
FIRER
FW
FF
HAZ
HAZ-TEAM

Accountability
Air Supply
Chaplin
Command
Communications
Crane Operator
DECON
Department Asshole
Drone Officer
Emergency Management
EMS
EMS Command
Fire
Fire Dept
Fire Rescue
Fire Watch
Firefighter
HAZMAT
HAZMAT Team

IC
ICOMMER
INF OFF
LIA
LOG
MED
MED OFF
OP
OP OFF
PARA
PLAN
PLN
POL
PIO
RE
REHAB
RES
SAF

Incident Command
Incident Commander
Information Officer
Liaison
Logistics
Medical
Medical Officer
Operations
Operations Officer
Paramedic
Planning
Plain (No wording on panel)
Police
Public Info Officer
Rehab
Rehabilitation
Rescue
Safety

SAF OFF
SW
SG
SEC
SCT
SHF
STA
STA OFF
SUP OFF
TC
TRSP
TRSP OFF
TRSPT
TRMT
TRI
TRI OFF
WS
WINDOW

Safety Officer
Safety Watch
School Guard
Sector
Security
Sheriff
Staging
Staging Officer
Supply Officer
Traffic Control
Transport
Transport Officer
Transportation
Treatment
Triage
Triage Officer
Water Supply
Window

SPLIT REFLECTIVE PANELS #004
Stock #
AC
AS
EMS
FIRE

Title
ACCOUNTABILITY
AIR SUPPLY
EMS
FIRE

Stock #
HAZ
ICOMMER
INF OFF
RE
SAF

Title
HAZMAT
INCIDENT COMMANDER
INFORMATION OFFICER
REHAB
SAFETY

Stock #
SAF OFF
STA
TRI
TRSPT
WS

Title
SAFETY OFFICER
STAGING
TRIAGE
TRANSPORTATION
WATER SUPPLY

COLOR CODES
BK
BR
GR

BLACK
BROWN
GREEN

GRAY GRAY
LG
LIME GREEN
MA
MAROON

NV
OR
P

NAVY
ORANGE
PURPLE

RB
RD
WH
YL

ROYAL BLUE
RED
WHITE
YELLOW

R&B FABRICATIONS, INC. WARRANTY

R&B Fabrications, Inc. guarantees all of our products against defects in materials or workmanship for the
reasonable life of the product, unless the product has been worn out, misused,or abused, as determined by
our examination. If a product should fail, we will repair or replace the item, at our option, with no charge to
you, as long as our label remains unaltered on that product. Damage caused by improper care, accident or
misuse will be repaired at a reasonable price. Any item returned for repair must be clean and sterilized.
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CUSTOM & CONTRACT SEWING | CARE INSTRUCTIONS
CUSTOM & CONTRACT SEWING AVAILABLE

R&B Fabrications, Inc. can help you bring your product to market. We have been in the cut and sew business for
almost 50 years. We provide exceptional quality to our customers.

•Design and pattern assistance to develop your idea
•Full cut and sew manufacturing completed in house
•We will build your product exactly to your specifications
• Minimum quantity of 24 pieces, in most cases
• Direct print and custom screen print available
• American Made
• Berry Amendment compliance capability

CARE AND CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
•
•
•
•

When opening and closing zippers, pull slightly outward as this will reduce binding.
Before washing, remove all inner lining(s) and straps, including foam padding.
Treat stains with a household stain remover. Test for color fastness in an inconspicuous location.
Machine wash on delicate cycle, in warm water, using household detergent and hang to dry. If foam padding
was not able to be removed, please allow for extra drying time.
• Treat with a fabric protector, when the product is completely dry.
• For infection control cleaning, NFPA 1581 guidelines in sterilization and disinfecting should be followed
whenever possible.
CUSTOMER SERVICE AVAILABLE MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. EST
CALL 800-553-1911
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